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Abstract

For high speed data transmission over an optical fibre is both the 1500 nm and the 1300
nm regions can be used. In the 1300 nm region the polarisation insensitive Semiconductor
Optical Amplifier (SOA) is available to optically amplify the signal. These amplifiers have
a low saturation input power. Due to saturation, pattern effects occur when using intensity
modulation. The pattern effect causes a closure of the eye pattern resulting in a low Bit Error
Rate (BER). A solution to this problem is decreasing the signal power so saturation will not
occur. This will decrease the achievable length of the link because the signal to noise ratio
will become too low.

A second solution is making use of Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK) or Frequency
Shift Keying (FSK) modulation. Due to the constant envelope of the modulated signals the
saturation of the SOA's does not cause the pattern effect. The DPSK seems to be the best
choice because it can be easily modulated using a LiNB03 phase modulator (commercially
available in speeds up to 40 Gbit/s) and has a high receiver sensitivity.

A new problem introduced when using DPSK is the phase noise which influences the data
stored in the phase. The advantage of Differential PSK is that only the phase change during
two bits is of interest. The effect of phase noise is expressed in the factor !:::.V . T. Where !:::.V
is the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), also called linewidth, of the optical spectrum
of an unmodulated signal at the input of the demodulator. The factor T is the bit time.

To be able to estimate the desired value of this factor a simulation program is written to
calculate the BER-curve for different values of !:::'v· T. Since error probability has a Poisson
distribution the saddle point approximation method is used to calculate the BER. The de
mands of !:::.V . T, found as well in literature as by the simulations, are !:::.V . T = 0.01 for a
balanced receiver and !:::.V . T = 0.005 for an unbalanced receiver. Interesting to see is when
the bit rate becomes larger the demands on the linewidth decrease.

Every laser has a finite linewidth ranging from 20 MHz for a normal communication laser
to 1 MHz for CATV lasers. The linewidth is broadened by the SOA's in the link. To get
an insight in the broadening of the linewidth an analysis was performed to describe the
linewidth broadening due to an SOA. To verify the results of the analysis, measurement
where performed measuring the linewidth of a link with a laser and up to four amplifiers.
The resulting linewidth after a link highly depends on the input linewidth of the laser. The
demands of !:::.V . T can easily be met for links with up to 20 amplifiers (~ 1000 km).

Another important noise factor is the Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) -noise, which
is a broadband noise caused by spontaneous emission in the SOA's. To describe its effect a
simulation program was written, calculating the BER-curve for a different number of ampli
fiers and for different optical input powers of the link. The simulation shows, that the best
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way to deal with the ASE-noise is to increase the signal power so the signal to noise ratio will
stay high enough. A link of more than 20 SOA's can be reached. When increasing the signal
power the amplifiers will saturate but this is no problem with DPSK.

Both the phase-noise and ASE-noise simulations predict a link of 20 amplifiers can be reached.
To study what happens when both noises are combined, a simulation program was written
which calculates the BER of the entire system. Due to the lack of a method for calculating
the BER analytical, the system is simulated bit-by-bit.

The result of this simulation confirms it is, at least theoretical, possible to make links with
lengths up to 1000 km using 20 segments of 50 km fibre and a SOA with an average gain of
20 dB.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Optic fibres are used to transport high speed data over long distances. In the entire world
over 100 million kilometres of Standard Single Mode Fibre (SSMF) is installed. The SSMF
has two suitable wavelength windows where data can be transported. These windows are
located at 1300 nm and 1550 nm. At 1550 nm the fibre has the lowest loss whereas at 1300
nm the dispersion is almost zero.

Although Dispersion Shifted Fibre (DSF) has been developed with zero dispersion at 1550
nm, the interest in the 1300 nm region still is not lost. The first reason is the costs, the DSF
fibres are more expensive and more importantly millions of kilometres of SSMF fibre would
have to be replaced. Secondly, it is to be expected that in the future both windows of 1300
nm and 1550 nm will be used to fully exploit the capacity of the optical fibre.

To get sufficient performance in the 1300 nm region investigation is necessary. The most
important problem of this region is the optical amplification. For the 1550 nm window
an Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier (EDFA) is available which has very good characteristics.
Investigation is being performed to find an amplifier with similar characteristics for the 1300
nm window. There are three candidates, the Praseodymium Doped Fibre Amplifier (PrDFA),
the Raman Amplifier and the Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA). This report will focus
on the use of the SOA. The characteristics of this amplifier are not as good as those of the
EDFA. Especially for high bit rate (~lOGbit/s) intensity modulation, also called Amplitude
Shift Keying (ASK), the SOA has some severe disadvantages. For high bit rate (~lOGbit/s)

ASK modulation the pattern effects occur. This causes a closure of the eye-pattern and hereby
a high BER.

A solution is to use a modulation technique with constant envelope instead of intensity
modulation. Remains the choice between frequency modulation called Frequency Shift Key
ing (FSK) or phase modulation called Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK).



2 Introduction

To be able to develop an FSK or DPSK modulation system the following tasks have to be
performed:

• A literature investigation to compare the advantages and disadvantages of the FSK
versus the DPSK modulation techniques.

• A further analysis of the chosen modulation technique.

• The simulation of the chosen modulation technique

• Measurements on the chosen system.

As will be shown in the next chapter, were the advantages and disadvantages of the FSK and
DPSK modulation are studied, the DPSK tends to give the best result. Next, the two most
important optical noise factors, phase and Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) noise, are
studied. The entire system is simulated taking the combination of these two noise factors into
account. In the simulations the electric circuit is assumed to be ideal. In the last chapter
conclusions and recommendations are given.



Chapter 2

Modulation techniques

2.1 Judgement factors

As mentioned in the previous chapter, two different modulation techniques, DPSK and FSK,
have to be analysed to be able to predict which one will give the best result for a 10-20 Gbitjs
direct detection transmission system. To collect information on these modulation techniques,
a literature investigation was performed. An index of the most important articles can be
found in appendix A. A general overview of fibre optic communication systems can be found
in [1].

The most important factors on which the prediction is based are:

• receiver sensitivity;

• noise factors;

• modulation;

• demodulation.

The optical transmission system will look like the one shown in figure 2.1, the system can
be directly modulated on the laser or by an external modulator. An important demand

phase-noise

external
, modulator

demodulator

shot noise

laserdiode

n times

SOA BP-filter photodiode

Figure 2.1: General system setup for high speed optical transmission employing FSK-DD or DPSK-DD.
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is that the different components needed to modulate and demodulate the signal must be
commercially available.

The demodulation has to be performed optically, which basically means the signal has to be
converted from FSK or DPSK to ASK. The ASK signal can be detected by the receiver. The
receiver consists of an optical to electrical conversion (photo diode), clock recovery and an
integrate and dump filter.

The most important optical noise sources are:

• saturation effects

• phase noise

• shot noise

• ASE-noise

• dispersion

spontaneous
emission

stimulated
emission

Figure 2.2: Two kinds of emission occurring in an SOA

2.1.1 Saturation effects in the SOA

To have stimulated emission there has to be a population inversion which means N 2 must
be greater than N 1 (figure 2.2). There is a finite number of electrons which can contribute
to the stimulated emission before N 1 = N2 and the amplification stops. The electrons at E2
are electrically pumped to this level and there number and the speed to get them there are
limited. Without an input signal in steady state the level E2 will be filled to a certain level.

When the SOA receives a high power input signal, the steady state will be determined by
the equilibrium where the number of electrons per second contributing to the stimulated and
spontaneous emission is equal to the maximum number of electrons per second which can
be pumped to E2. This means there is a maximum output power based on the supply of
electrons per second to E2.

When a pattern is launched into the SOA where '1' is a high intensity signal and '0' a low
intensity signal, a '1' after a number of '0' 's will cause a high output signal which decays
until eventually the equilibrium is reached. This effect can be seen in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of pattern effects caused by saturation in SOA's

When the pattern '101' is launched into the SOA and the time between the two '1' 's is not
long enough the SOA will not fully recover (the steady state where E2 is filled to its maximum
is not reached); the second '1' will be lower than the first. This effect can be seen in figure
2.3 with the first high intensity signal at 500, a '0' at 600 and a lower '1' at 700.

These two effects are called pattern effects. The second effect occurs when the carrier life
time Tc is exceeds the bit time T.

Figure 2.3 shows a pattern effect occurring after one SOA. One can imagine what happens
in a link with several SOA's. The distorted signal travels through a second amplifier where
exactly the same effects take place.

2.1.2 Phase noise

The phase noise is caused by spontaneous emission in the laser and SOA's (see chapter 4).
This spontaneous emission influences the signal in two ways:

• A direct phase change due to a change in the number of photons;
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• A phase change due to a change of the refractive index. The change occurs because the
refractive index is a function of the carrier density.

The phase-noise is expressed in the linewidth, this is the width of the optical spectrum, at
the output of the device, at which the power is at the half of its maximum (Full Width at
Half Maximum (FWHM)).

2.1.3 Shot noise

The shot noise is generated in the photo diode. The arrival of photons at the photo diode are
random discrete events. The average number of photons arriving is known. The deviation
from this average is called the shot-noise. For all the modulation techniques described here,
the shot noise is equal.

2.1.4 ASE noise

The ASE noise is exactly what its name describes Amplified Spontaneous Emission. It is
caused by spontaneous emission in the amplifier which is amplified by the stimulated emission.
The result is a random noise with a large bandwidth (64 nm, see chapter 6).

2.1.5 Dispersion

There are two contributions to the dispersion D, namely the waveguide dispersion and the
material dispersion. The first is caused by frequency dependence of the phase constant (3.
The second is caused by the frequency dependence of the refractive index n on the frequency.

In the considered system both are very small, in fact the material dispersion is zero at 1310
nm.

The effect of dispersion is:

• D < 0 High frequency components travel slower;

• D > 0 High frequency components travel faster.

2.1.6 Noise in electric system

The entire electric circuit which contains the integrate and dump filter, the clock recovery and
a bit error tester is assumed ideal. The eventual amplification and detection is supposedly
ideal. This is not conform the real situation but the effects are the same for the different
modulation schemes and can later be added.
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Figure 2.4: FM response of a semiconductor laser

2.2 FSK modulation

In FSK modulation bits are translated to a frequency:

'1' .- f1

'0' .- fo

The envelope of the signal is constant so no pattern effects will occur.

The easiest way to perform FSK modulation is directly on the laser. A disadvantage of this
scheme is the frequency response of the laser. The frequency response of a laser looks like
figure 2.4.

The first problem is the roll off at high frequencies which determines the maximum mod
ulation frequency. Lasers which can be modulated at frequencies over 10 GHz are not yet
commercially available. The second problem is a dip at lower frequencies which will cause
a pattern effect for low frequency components. The last problem is the residual ASK. The
frequency signal is modulated by changing the laser current, so not only the frequency, but
also the intensity will change. This can cause pattern effects.

To externally modulate the signal using an acousto optic modulator is not possible because
the maximum reachable frequency shift is 1 GHz which is not enough for our application.
The second option is to use a LiNb03 phase modulator with a sawtooth or triangular input
signal. These signals are difficult to create at 10 Gbit/s.

Demodulation can be done by filtering one of the frequencies out of the spectrum, or by using
a delay-line interferometer with a delay of ~ as shown in figure 2.5.

The chance that the phase noise will cause an error is very small. An error will occur if the
signal falls outside the filter in an unbalanced receiver, or in the wrong filter with a balanced
receiver.

The ASE-noise effects all modulation techniques described here in a similar fashion. It effects
the signal to noise ratio and will always cause a BER-floor. Not only will the noise increase
as more amplifiers are added, but the signal level will also decrease because the amplifiers
will saturate on the ASE-noise. It is possible to use optical filters to decrease the bandwidth
and with this the ASE power.

Dispersion has a negative effect on FSK because the frequency components shift in time. The
chance exists that the signal will fall outside the passband of the filter and cause an error.
The effect in the systems described here is very limited because the dispersion is almost zero.
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2.3 DPSK modulation

In DPSK-modulation the data is put in the phase difference between two bits:

'1' .- 1800 phase shift
'0' .- 00 phase shift

The envelope of the signal is constant so no pattern effects will occur.

Although it is possible to directly modulate the laser by applying a sawtooth or triangular
signal, the same laser response problems will arise as with the FSK-direct modulation. On
top of this, these signals are difficult to realise.

An external LiNb03 phase modulator is available from different manufactures for speeds up
to 40 Gbit/s.

Demodulation is very simple, since it only consists of a delay-line and two couplers. The
scheme can be seen in figure 2.6.

The phase noise does effect the system since the transmitted information is held in the phase.
Using Differential PSK has the advantage that the information is held in the phase difference
between two consecutive bits, so only the phase-noise between these two bits will effect the
performance of the system. The demand that can be put on a DPSK system to have acceptable
transmission is 6.v . T = 0.01 for a balanced receiver and 6.v . T = 0.005 for an unbalanced
receiver. Where 6.v is the linewidth measured at the FWHM of the optical spectrum and T
is the bit time.

Due to the way of demodulation the ASE-noise power is 3 dB higher as for the FSK and ASK
modulation, so its effect is larger.

The effect of dispersion on a DPSK signal is very limited because the frequency is constant.

2.4 Choice of modulation technique

Taking the information in the previous sections into account a decision which modulation
scheme to use was made. In table 2.1 the advantages and disadvantages are summarised. To
get a complete overview also the ASK performance is added to the table although no special
investigation is done to this modulation technique. The signs describe:

negative effect which is hard to overcome;
negative effect which demands extra attention;

+ positive effect which needs attention;
++ positive effect.

From the above it was concluded that the best modulq.tion scheme to investigate further is
the DPSK modulation. This conclusion is mainly based on the easy modulation, the extra
3dB receiver sensitivity and of course the lack of the pattern effect. The DPSK modulation
scheme can only be used if the demand of 6.v· T = 0.01 can be met. Since there is very little
known about linewidth broadening in a link with SOA's this is the first point of interest.



2.4 Choice of modulation technique

Table 2.1: Comparison between the considered modulation techniques

factors ~ ASK I FSK I DPSK I

modulation ++ ++
demodulation ++ + +
receiver sensitivity + + ++
phase-noise ++ ++
ASE-noise
saturation effects + ++

9
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Figure 2.5: Demodulation of optical FSK signal
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Figure 2.6: Demodulation of optical DPSK signal



Chapter 3

The DPSK transmission system

3.1 Theoretical setup

The DPSK system looks like the setup shown in figure 3.1. The system can be split in three
optical parts:

• The transmitter consisting of an laser diode and a phase modulator;

• The link consisting of n times a length of fibre and an SOA;

• The receiver consisting of an optical demodulator and the photo-diodes.

n times
~ .. ~..--------------------------------, ,, ,, ,

SOApha.~c modulatorpolariser

$: L-- 000 '--~~L--~:,'~'""-------i-{>~: r-- --- _ F?~ r- ll)) .---r-

~%§"'J SMF
L--__---J

laserdiodc
, ,
--._----------------------------------

BP-filLer

_,---~-5-01-50---,~ ~ e--- o~~~ rL,---x-5-01-50---'J j~

--=- rL 0 J -,. "L~--
allenualor

balanced

clock ro.:ovecy BER delector

Figure 3,1: Setup of the high speed DPSK optical transmission system
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The main optical noise sources are:

• ASE-noise;

• phase noise;

• non ideal phase modulation;

• non ideal delay.

The DPSK transmission system

The optical filter is used to remove the noise outside the signal bandwidth. This is primarily
the ASE-noise. A second option would be the placement of filters inside the link to reduce the
ASE-noise before the next SOA is reached. Since the ASE-noise power decreases, the SOA's
will not saturate on the ASE-noise. However employment of filter in the link reduces the net
signal power after each SOA filter combination due to the insertion loss of the filters. This
could mean more amplifiers are necessary. This leads to an optimising problem of finding the
best combination of filters and amplifiers.

In the theoretical approach used here, the electric system is assumed to be ideal. However in
the electrical system a number of important noise sources can be identified:

• temperature noise in electrical receiver;

• none ideal timing;

• non ideal decision threshold aopt;

• noise of electrical amplifier in receiver.

3.2 (De)modulation of DPSK

As mentioned before, when using the DPSK modulation technique, the data is modulated by
changing the phase between consecutive bit intervals:

'1' .- 1800 phase shift
'0' .- 00 phase shift

IX= 1

501SO E
OUt1

~ ··1 f ---I··u.
[lhotodiode inlergnne & dump

~
J\-

Eout2
coupler couJller

~* ··1 f ___ 1..1
.

atlenuator phoLOOiode inlergrale & dump

Figure 3.2: Setup of the Interferometric delay-line demodulator for DPSK demodulation

For demodulation two consecutive bit intervals have to be compared, a phase difference of
1800 means a '1' , 00 means '0'. Comparison of these intervals is done in the interferometer
circuit shown in figure 3.2.
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The 50/50 couplers split the power of the signal in half giving each branch 50% power. The
delay is used to delay the signal one bit time. After which the two signals are compared in
the second coupler. The DPSK (de)modulation is shown in figure 3.3.

In the figure the importance of a stable and exact delay can be seen because the two signals
with a frequency f = 2.3 . 1014 (the laser frequency) have to fit exactly over each other.

1 o

A.:7 [I]A+B

3:J~
~....odi"'"

A7 [I]A-B
~Wldi"'"

Figure 3.3: Schematic presentation of the DPSK (de)moduiation technique
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The demodulation can be expressed in equations as follows:

For the 3dB coupler the following formula (3.1) can be derived.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

3.3 The experimental setup

The setup with which the experiments will be performed is drawn in figure 3.1.

The transmitter consists of a PHILIPS laser at 1310 nm a polariser and a SUMICEM phase
modulator. The polariser is needed because the phase modulator is polarisation sensitive. The
input signal for the phase modulator is generated by an Pseudo Random Bit Sequence (PRBS)
generator.The voltage at which the phase has shifted 180 degrees is V1r = 4.7, V. Since the
PRBS-generator could not deliver this much, an amplifier is used to generate the desired
voltage.

The link consists of 4 times 50 km 1310 nm optimised fibre and a PHILIPS polarisation
insensitive SOA. There is one filter placed at the end of the link. The electrical receiver
consists of a clock recovery and a BER-tester

The delay is realised by an air gap consisting of two collimating lenses which couple the light
from the fibre into the air and from the air back into the fibre. The length of the air gap
can be regulated to adjust the delay. In the air gap a ~ and a ~ retardation plate is placed
to be able to control the polarisation so it is equal in both branches of the coupler. In the
second arm of the interferometer an attenuator is placed to make sure both branches have
equal input intensity.
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3.4 Coding and Decoding
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Since the phase modulator is modulated binary with 'I' = V7!" = 180° and '0' = va = 0° the
signal after the modulator is not the same binary sequence. This because a '1' should be a
180° phase change with reference to the previous bit.

The DPSK demodulator output Tn is a function of its input signal Sn and the delayed signal
Sn-l:

Sn-l Sn Tn

0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

This can be expressed in a equation as follows:

Tn = Sn + Sn-l

The + is the modulo 2 addition which means:

1 + 1 2 mod 2 = 0

1 + 0 1 mod 2 = 1

To get the right binary sequence at the output there are to possibilities:

• code the input signal of the phase modulator;

• decode the output signal of the receiver.

Cn-l Sn In-l Tn In = cn

0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0

Sn bit to be send
en coded bit at input modulator
Cn-l previous coded bit at modulator
In bit at input last coupler
In-l delayed bit at coupler
Tn received bit should be Sn

The coded signal is:

c n = Cn-l + Sn

(3.6)

(3.7)
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Sn-l Sn rn dn - l dn

0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 1

Sn signal at input modulator

Sn-l previous signal at modulator
rn received signal
dn decoded signal should be Sn

dn - l previous decoded signal = Sn-l

The decoded signal is:

The DPSK transmission system

(3.8)

Coding and decoding is not necessary during the experiments because we use of a PRBS
sequence.

PRBS-sequences can be represented by in primitive polynoms. For example 3-, 7- and 23
bit (PBRS! )-sequences look as follows:

x 3 + xl

x 7 +x l

x 23 + x 5 + xl

3-bit PRBS sequence

7 bit PRBS sequence

23-bit PRBS sequence

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

The theory behind this is called the Galois theory ([2]).

In the formulas x n means the bit n-bits ago, so xl means the previous bit and xO means the
current bit. So in the above equations the current bit xO is expressed as a modulo 2 addition
of previous bits.

To start an n-bits PRBS-sequence an arbitrary sequence of n bits can be taken except the
sequence of all '0' 'so The number of bits after which the n-bit PRBS-sequence repeats itself
is 2n - 1.

An example of a 3-bit PRBS sequence starting with 010:

0100111 0100111 0100111 010

x 3 + X = 0 + 0 0

1 + 0 1

0+1 1

0+1 1

1 + 1 = 0

1 + 0 1
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etc.
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If an ex-or of two following bits in the PRBS-sequence is taken the only change is a shift in
the PRBS-sequence. For example if a bit sequence of 27 - 1 is taken:

1 10011010001001 11100010100001 ...
1100110 1000100 1111000 1010000 187

0101011 1001101 0001001 1110001

The same bit sequence only shifted 7 bits. It can be shown this is also true for the sequence
of 223 - 1 , a commonly used bit sequence in transmission experiments.

X
23 + x 17

x 24 + xIS

x 24 + x 23 + xIS + x 17

1

_x__ +
x+1

(3.12)

X
24 + x 23 + xIS + x

17 = X + 1

{:} (x + 1)(x23 + x 17
) = X + 1

{:} x 23 + X 17 = X + 1

(3.13)

This means a modulo 2 addition only means a shift of the PRBS sequence. From equation
3.7 it is seen:

So the received PRBS-sequence is only delayed a number of bits. The BER-tester synchronises
itself on its input sequence so the delay in the PBRS has no effect on the measurement. It
can be concluded that to perform the measurement nothing has to be changed in the data
sequences.



Chapter 4

Phase-noise ill a link with SOA's

4.1 Phase noise

Like mentioned before, the lasers and SOA's produce phase noise. This phase-noise is caused
by spontaneous emission. Due to the random character of this process the spectrum of the
phase noise is Gaussian. The spectrum of the phase-noise is drawn in figure 4.1.

sf A -- - -- ---

[" : f

~

Figure 4.1: The Gaussian linewidth spectrum caused by phase noise.

The spectrum can be approximated in an equation as follows:

2 b.w
S(w) = Eo ---;::2----

( ~w ) + (Wo - w)2

b.w = 27fb.v

(4.1)

Very little investigation has been performed in the effects of the linewidth in a link with
SOA's. For this reason, extensive investigation and experiments are performed to be able to
describe the linewidth broadening in the link.

4.2 Laser linewidth

The linewidth of a laser can be expressed as:
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(4.2)

This equation can be rewritten as:

(4.3)

This equation gives the linewidth as function of the laser power Po. In the equation, vg

represents the group velocity and n sp is the spontaneous emission factor which accounts for
incomplete population inversion. The factor Rm represents the facet power reflectivity, eta
the quantum efficiency and L the cavity length of the laser. The energy of the photons is
given by hv with h Planck's constant and v the laser frequency.

To estimate the laser-linewidth, it is easier to rewrite 4.2 in the form:

6.v _ {3 (1 + O!k)
- 47fT (..L - 1)

PIth

C
(4.4)

The exact values of the different device parameters seen in this equation are not known.
However, an estimated guess for these values can be made.

Table 4.1: Estimated values of device parameters laser, needed to calculate laser linewidth

name ~ explanation I value I unit

{3 spontaneous emission factor 3 . 10-5 - 1 . 10-4

O! linewidth enhancement factor 3-5

Tp photon lifetime (see 4.5 ) 1.26 . 1012 - 1.28 . 10-12
S

lth threshold current 27.5.10-3 A

lId pumping current flowing to active region A

Next, a maximum, minimum, and average linewidth can be calculated. With the estimated
values C becomes:

Cmin = 18.7 . 106 Hz

Cavg = 69.1 . 106 Hz

Cmax = 163.8.106 Hz

The photon lifetime is given by:

(4.5)
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Table 4.2: Estimated values of device parameters laser, needed to calculate photon lifetime

name ~ explanation I value I unit

n refraction index 3.3

c light speed in vacuum 3.108 ms-1

(XL loss 200 - 300 m-1

L length of cavity 250.10-6 m

r 1,2 mirror reflectivity coefficients 0.05,0.3

21

The estimated values for the parameters are:

The values of these parameters are not exactly known so the maximal, minimal, and average
value of Tp is calculated:

Tp,min = 1.26 . 10-12 S

Tp,ave = 1.27· 10-12
S

Tp,max = 1.29 . 10-12 s

4.3 Linewidth broadening due to SOA

The output of an SOA is in the first place an function of its input linewidth, as showed in
an article by K. Hinton [3]. In this article an equation of the output linewidth of an SOA as
function of the input-linewidth is derived:

The contributions to the phase noise are:

• input phase noise: phase noise induced by previous laser and SOA's;

• electron density fluctuations due to input intensity fluctuations;

• phase noise induced in amplifier due to internal spontaneous emission.

The dominant terms are the first and last, for DPSK with limited intensity noise the second
term is small and may be neglected, as can be seen in [3, 4].

Using this data an equation can be derived which describes the output linewidth D..vout of an
SOA:

(4.6)

The first term on the right hand side of the equation merely represents the input phase noise
D..vin' The second term represents the effect of the amplifier. This is a function of the input
linewidth, the spontaneous noise as expressed by F and the carrier lifetime as expressed by
f. The effects of intensity noise are neglected since the density fluctuations are neglected.
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Theoretically, this equation is only usable for a laser with one amplifier because of the fact
that the line shape changes form and does not stay Gaussian. Nevertheless, the change is so
small that it is possible to approximate the linewidth of the signal after n amplifiers with this
equation.

The spontaneous noise factor can be described as:

(4.7)

The estimated values for the parameters are:
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Table 4.3: Estimated values of device parameters SOA, needed to calculate linewidth broadening

name ~ description I value I unit

aH linewidth enhancement factor 5-8

Gn =~ 2.4 . 10-12 m 38-1

Go steady state material gain calculate 8-1

N electron density in the conduction band m-3

- QQ+~- r
ao steady state net gain calculate 8-1

r;, material loss 3.1010 - 3.75.1010 8- 1

r optical confinement factor 0.3

vg group velocity 75.106 m8- 1

_ rG - V g In(g)
- o-r;,- T

Rv average spontaneous emission rate

in mode v

n sp spontaneous emission factor 1.3 - 2 8-1

_ nspQQ
- V

R t average spontaneous emission rate 4.10 m-38- 1

into all guided modes

LA cavity length SOA 800.10-6 m

9 input to output power gain

= exp (~)

'Y inverse spontaneous carrier lifetime 5.109 8-1

- 1-
~

Tc spontaneous carrier lifetime 200. 10-12 8

A cross section area of active region 2.25.10- 13 m 2

W width of active region 1.5.10-6 m

d thickness of active region 0.15. 10-6 m

23
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The factor Rt is the average spontaneous emission rate over all possible modes in the amplifier
and can be derived, from the ASE-noise power PASE, as:

6PASE = hvnsp(g - 1)6v

The number of photons per Hz equal:

The factor Rt becomes:

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

The fraction describes the total spontaneous emission rates over all modes, with B o the optical
bandwidth and V the volume of the active region. The factor 17 ::::: 0.24 gives the rate between
all the modes and the possible modes in the amplifier.

F can be expressed as a function of the gain like:

(4.11)

As can be seen, the spontaneous noise factor is only a function of the gain even in saturation.
The values of Gn and aH depend on the saturation but the product aH . Gn is not since:

4 dn
7r dN

aH=-->. dG
dN

(4.12)

The factor t~ is constant as function of injection current even in saturation. Which means
aH . Gn is independent of saturation.

4.4 Measuring the linewidth

To check the equations and estimated values, a measurement has to be performed. This
measurement had to be performed using the available equipment in a short time-frame. The
outcome was crucial for the continuation of the project. The linewidth analysis was the first
step in the investigation of the DPSK system and depending on the results, the next step,
the ordering of a phase modulator was performed.
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Figure .4.2: Theoretical setup for self-heterodyne linewidth measurement.

For measuring the linewidth, the spectrum of the signal has to be made visible on a spectrum
analyser after which the linewidth, defined as the FWHM, can be read. The problem is that
the frequency of the laser (2.29.1014 Hz) is too high to be measured with a spectrum analyser.
The spectrum has to be shifted to a lower frequency which is in the range of the spectrum
analyser.

A way to do this is self-heterodyne-detection. The scheme is drawn in figure 4.2. The idea is
to modulate the signal with a lower frequency and subtract the original centre frequency so
the spectrum is shifted to the modulation frequency. The signal is split at the coupler after
which one signal is modulated and the other delayed. At the input of the second coupler the
frequency components of the signals look like:

(4.13)

(4.14)

To lose the laser frequency and just kee
D
)the low frequency signal the two signals are

subtracted by the second coupler. If d<Plt t and d<PJP)) are uncorrelated, in other words
d<Pl(t) d<P2(t) .-- -/.. -- we get the followmg'dt r dt •

w(t) = n(t) + d<I>l(t) _ d<I>2(t)
dt dt

= n(t) + 2~¢(t)

(4.15)

This is the desired signal with a Gaussian signal with a FWHM of 2 times the linewidth, at
the centre frequency n.
When d<Pl(t) and d<P2(t) are correlated in other words d<Pl(t) = d<P2(t) we get·

dt dt ' dt dt .

w(t) = n (4.16)
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This causes only a Dirac peak at the modulation frequency n.
To make sure the two signals are uncorrelated a length of fibre is placed in the upper branch
of the link. This fibre has to have a minimum length to decorrelate the phase noises in the
two branches:

10
b.V·Td> 

27T
(4.17)

Where b.v is the laser linewidth and Td the delay in the fibre. The equation can be rewritten
to determine the length (Lfibre)of the fibre when the minimum linewidth b.v = 1 MHz.

b. L fibre 10
(4.18)v-- > -

Vfibre 27T

Lfibre
10vfibre 10.2.108

= 318 m> 27Tb.V 27T' 106

(4.19)

In most cases the modulation is performed by an acousto optic modulator. In our case only
an intensity modulator was available.

input voltage
V

1l

Figure 4.3: Response of the optical intensity modulator as function of the input voltage

The intensity modulator has a response as shown in figure 4.3. To get an appropriate sinu
soidal signal there are two possibilities. The first is to fully modulate the modulator with a
triangular signal as shown in figure 4.4. Using this method a high extinction ratio can be
achieved.

The second possibility is to modulate a sinusoidal signal on a linear part of the modulator
response. This method is shown in figure 4.5. The disadvantage of this method is a low
extinction ratio which will cause a higher signal at DC-level and a remaining signal at the
laser frequency woo This causes no problem as long as the modulation frequency n does not
come near these signals. In practice this means the modulation frequency should be chosen
well above zero.

Since no function generator is available which can deliver the appropriate triangular signal
the second method is used.
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relative
optical intensity I
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input voltage

Figure 4.4: Modulation response of the intensity modulator using a triangular input signal

relative
optical intensity I

;-------------1\--
, - .... - . ~ - ..

input voltage

<
input voltage

Figure 4.5: Modulation response of the intensity modulator using a sinusoidal input signal.

The measurement circuit is drawn in figure 4.6

The spectrum at the spectrum generator is described by equation 4.20.

The deduction of this equation can be found in appendix A.

In the equation the different components are seen as predicted:

• The DC-component;

27

(4.20)
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laserdiode
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50150
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50150
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Figure 4- 6: Setup of circuit to measure the linewidth of the laser-diode and the links consisting of a laser-diode
and 1,2,3 or 4 SOA's

• A Gaussian signal at DC with FWHM= 2.6.v;

• A Dirac peak as residual of the modulation frequency;

• The Gaussian signal at n with FWHM= 2.6.v.

4.5 The measurements

The performed linewidth measurements are:

• .6.v of laser as function of laser output power;

• .6.v of laser and 1 SOA as function of laser output power;

• .6.v of laser and 2 SOA's as function of laser output power;

• .6.v of laser and 3 SOA's as function of laser output power;

• .6.v of laser and 4 SOA's as function of laser output power;

• .6.v of laser and SOA as function of the number of SOA's. (1,2,3,4) with constant input
linewidth.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of the measured optical spectrum of the laser-diode, showing two peaks due to the unwanted
cavity effect in a connection

The main goal of this measurement is to determine if the derived equations where correct.
The change of the linewidth after four amplifiers is very small. It lays within the maximum
reachable accuracy as can be seen in last measurement.

By measuring the linewidth of the laser and SOA's as function of the laser output power a
lot of data is received in one measurement. The linewidth of a laser depends on its output
power. The gain of a SOA changes as function of its input power. This means as well the
input linewidth as the gain of an SOA change when the output power of the laser changes.

The data received in a measurement are:

• Dependence of the linewidth on the gain;

• Dependence of the linewidth on input linewidth;

• Independence of the linewidth on saturation.

The results of these measurements are found in Appendix B. All the measurements were
performed twice. The first measurement is not as accurate as the second because of a problem
with a connection between the laser and the rest of the circuit. In this connection a cavity
was formed which caused peaks near the maximum of the optical spectrum (see figure 4.7).
The occurrence of these peaks where temperature and polarisation dependent. This made
accurate measurements difficult.

Between the first and second measurement the connection was fixed. Figure 4.8 shows a
non-distorted spectrum of the linewidth measurement.

In figure 4.9 a measurement of the laser linewidth as function of the output power is drawn.
In the figure also the calculated minimum, maximum and average linewidth, as described
in 4.1, are drawn. It can be seen that the measured linewidth lies between the calculated
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the measured optical spectrum which shows the spectrum of a link consisting of a laser-diode
and 4 SOA's (lid = 32mA)

maximum and minimum. The last line drawn in the graph is the matched linewidth where a
C-factor is determined so the calculated and measured line are as close as possible.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between calculation and measurement of the laser linewidth

This C-factor equals: C = 31.2.

In figure 4.10 the measurement of the link with 4 SOA's is drawn. Only the calculated average
linewidth is drawn because the minimum, average and maximum linewidth are very close to
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each other. The accuracy of the measurement with SOA's is less, because the noise on the
spectrum makes it more difficult to make a good readout of the linewidth. The noise is caused
by ASE. It can be seen in the graph that the measured linewidth matches the calculated one
with a high degree of accuracy.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between calculation and measurement of a link consisting of a laser-diode and 4
SOA's

The error at low powers is caused by the fact that there is not enough power at the output
to measure the linewidth accurately.

Looking at all measurements it is correct to assume that the calculations are correct and can
be used for calculating the effect of SOA's on the linewidth.

To further inspect the calculations a simulation was performed for different linewidths keeping
the amplifier gain constant. The results are plotted in the table below.

Table 4.4: Comparison between calculation and measurement of the linewidth broadening due to 1, 2, 3, and
4 SOA's

measured calculated measured calculated measured calculated

lid !::i.vld !::i.vlS0A !::i.vlSOA !::i.v2S0A !::i.v2S0A !::i.v3S0A !::i.v3S0A

[rnA] MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz

40 61.93 61.95 62.06 63.50 62.10 63.45 62.22

50 35.47 38.50 35.51 38.65 35.52 38.25 35.56

60 24.85 24.15 24.87 24.95 24.87 25.15 24.89
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gain amplifier 1:

gain amplifier 2:

gain amplifier 3:

20 dB

18.26 dB

20 dB

Phase-noise in a link with SOA's

The results are close to the theoretical values, although the broadening of the linewidth by
adding amplifiers cannot be seen because it lays below the accuracy of the measurement.

4.6 Effect of SOA's on the linewidth

Since the calculation of the linewidth of lasers and SOA's are correct, a number of interesting
calculations can be made.

In figure 4.11 the effect of the number of amplifiers on the linewidth as function of the gain can
be seen. The input linewidth is ~/I = 19 MHz, which is the laser linewidth at lid = 70 rnA.
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Figure 4.11: The linewidth as function of gain for a link consisting of 1, 10, 15 or 20 SONs. The input
linewidth of the link is 19 MHz.

For a balanced receiver the factor ~/I • T, which is the linewidth times the bit time, should
be 0.01 (see chapter 5).

If the fibre-to-fibre gain of the SOA is assumed to be 20 dB, based on the link used for the
ASK experiments with 50 km fibre segments and an average amplifier gain of 20 dB the
following results can be obtained:

For an unbalanced receiver .6./1' T = 0.005 is required (see chapter 5).

In the above tables it is seen that for all except the 2.5 Gbit/s unbalanced receiver the
linewidth requirements can be met for over 20 amplifiers which is a distance of a 1000 km.
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Table 4.5: Number of possible amplifiers of an optical DPSK transmission system with balanced receiver,
under the influence of phase-noise.

Bit rate Gbit/s II b.v = 0.01 . Bitrate[MH z] Number of amplifiers

2.5

5

10

20

25

50

100

200

> 20

> 20

> 20

> 20

Number of amplifiersb.v = 0.005· Bitrate[MHz]

Table 4.6: Number of possible amplifiers of an optical DPSK transmission system with balanced receiver,
under the influence of phase-noise.

Bit rate Gbit/s ~

2.5

5

10

20

12.5

25

50

100

not possible to realize

> 20

> 20

> 20

This linewidth is highly dependable on the laser used. The laser used in this experiment is a
normal 2.5 Gbit/s communication laser. Lasers with a much lower linewidth are commercially
available.

The length of links reported here is not the actual length which can be reached, as in this
section only the effect of phase-noise is taken into account. As will be shown later in this
report (chapter 6), the ASE-noise will also have an effect on the number of amplifiers which
can be used.



Chapter 5

Analysing the effect of the
phase-noise on a DPSK-system

SO/50

a=t

allenualOr

(:oupler

phoLooiode imcrgrnc.e & dump

Figure 5.1: Setup of the interferometric Delay-line demodulator

As can be seen in section 3.2 Eout1 and Eout2 equal:

Einl = exp(j[w(t) + ¢(t) + O(t)])

With O(t) the phase shift by the phase modulator and ¢(t) the phase noise.

The photo current equals:

TJq I 12
Ipd = 2hvQ E

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)
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1

1 1 1

2

IEI2
= 2A exp(j[wot + ¢(t) + 8(t)]) + 2B exp(j[wo(t - r) + ¢(t - r) + 8(t - r)])

{
II }2= 2A cos(wot + 8(t) + ¢(t)) + 2B cos(wo(t - r) + 8(t - r) + ¢(t - r))

{
II }2+ 2Asin(wot + 8(t) + ¢(t)) + 2Bsin(wo(t - r) + 8(t - r) + ¢(t - r))

1 1 1
= "4A2+ "4B2 + 2ABcos(wor + 8(t) - 8(t - r) + ¢(t) - ¢(t - r))

(5.5)

In this equation r represents the delay of the delay-line which should be exactly the bit time
T in which case wor = n21f. The factor 8(t) - 8(t - r) = /:::,.8 represents the phase difference
between two bits, this should be 00 or 1800

• The factors A and B represent the amplitude of
the two fields at the input of the modulator and should be equal.

It is assumed that A=B and wro ~ 2n1f.

IEI 2 = ~A2 + ~A2 cos (/:::"¢(t)) + cos(/:::"8(t)) + ~A2sin(t::.¢(t))Sin(/:::"8(t)) (5.6)

with /:::,.¢ = ¢(t) - ¢(t - r) and /:::,.8 = 8(t) - 8(t - r)

The BER cannot be calculated using the Gaussian approximation because this yields an
inaccurate result, the Poisson approximation has to be used. A method to calculate this is
the saddle point approximation method as described in [5].

5.1 The saddle point approximation method

A DPSK received signal can be expressed as (see [5]):

L alA(t - kT) exp(jwot + ¢(t))
k

(5.7)

With ¢(t) the phase noise. After detection and integration of the signal, the phase-noise can
be described as:

it it 1X = exp(j¢(t))dt ~ (1 + j¢(t) - 2¢2(t))dt
t-T t-T

<1I(s) = E{exp(sX)}

(5.8)

(5.9)
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This function is called the moment generation function (mgf). The phase function can be
created:

cp(s) = In 1<I>(s)1 - aopts -tnlsl (5.10)

with aopt the optimal decision threshold of the receiver.

Once the phase function cp(s) can be determined for the balanced and unbalanced receiver
the BER can be determined:

(5.11)

with:

exp(cp(s-)

J21rcp" (s-)

The values of s+ and s- are determined by the positive and negative root of

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

or the minima of cps. These can easily be determined by the golden routine as described in
[6]. The golden routine determines the minimum of a parabolic function.

To calculate these functions a program is written which can be found in appendix C.

5.2 Unbalanced receiver

The output of the integrate and dump filter equals (see figure 5.1.

u = Poisson {IT

Ipd } = Poisson {; (1 + W)}

with W:

(5.15)
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iT 1 1
W = - cos(~O(t)) cos(~¢(t)) + - sin(~O(t)) sin(~¢(t))dt

0 22

rT
1

= Jo 2COS(WOT + ~O(t)) cos(~¢(t))dt

1 iT= - cos(~O(t)) cos(~¢(t))dt
2 0

(5.16)

In the above equation it is assumed that ~O is constant during the bit time T. Furthermore
is is assumed that:

l T

sin(~¢(t))dt = 0 (5.17)

The average of the phase noise ~¢, with ~ep a small value, equals zero. The interval of the
integral is large enough to make the above assumption.

The deduction of the phase-function is described in [5].

m
ep(s) = 2(exp (s) - 1)(1 + p) +

-tIn (cosh J,mp(exp(s) - 1)) +

- sa -inlsl

I m
ep (s) = 2 exp(s)(l + p) +

sinh ( J,mp(exp(s) - 1)) V,mp. exp(s)
- +

4Jexp(s) -1· cosh (J,mp(exp(s) -1))
1

-a--
s

/I m ,mpexp(2s)
ep (s) = 2 exp(s)(l + p) - 8(exp(s) _ 1) +

sinh (J,mp(exp(s) -1))~. exp(2s)

+ 3 ( ) +8(exp(s) - 1) 2 cosh J,mp(exp(s) - 1)

sinh ( J,mp(exp(s) - 1)) V,mp· exp(s)
- +

4Jexp(s) -1· cosh (J,mp(exp(s) -1))
sinh2 ( J,pm(exp(s) - 1)) ,mpexp(2s) 1

+ +-
8(exp(s) - 1) cosh2 ( J,mp(exp(s) - 1)) s2

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)
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with:

p = cos(~{))

m = 7]T A 2

2hvo

The factor m is equivalent to the number of photons arriving at the photo-detector in one
bit time. For the calculation of the BER curve not only q+ and q_ have to be calculated as
function of m, but also the optimal decision threshold aopt. The BER is a parabolic function
with respect to aopt. The minimum of the BER determines the optimal threshold value. The
calculation of this value can be done with the golden routine already realised in the program
to calculate the minimum of cpo

Figure 5.2 shows the BER of a system with an ideal delay and modulator. The BER for
different values of ~v are calculated.

· , .-' _., - - _. _ •• r - - - _. - -,"-

45403530

" • - - - - •• £ - • ~ - - - • ~ • - • - - - • ' •• - - - - •. . .
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<l>
Cl.

Figure 5.2: The HER of a unbalanced receiver under the influence of phase noise

Two problems which can occur are a phase shift at the modulator of less than 1800 and a
delay which is not equal to the bit time.

Simulations are performed to see the effect of these problems. In figure 5.3 the effects of an
incomplete phase shift are seen, in figure 5.4 the effect of a non ideal delay.
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Figure 5.3: The BER of a unbalanced receiver under the influence of phase-noise and an incomplete phase
shift at the modulator. Calculated for ~v = 5 . 10- 3
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Figure 5.4: The BER of a unbalanced receiver under the influence of phase-noise and an incorrect delay at the
demodulator. Calculated for ~v = 5.10- 3

.
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5.3 Balanced receiver

The first and second output of the integrate and dump filter equal (see figure 5.1):

u = Poisson {IT 2~~0 IEout1 1
2

} = Poisson {; (1 + W)}

l = Poisson {IT

2~~o IEout2 1
2

} = Poisson {; (1 - W)}

with W:

1 rT
W = "2 cos(~B(t)) 1

0
cos(~¢(t))dt

The phase function becomes [5];

m
<p(s) = 2(exp (s) - 2 + exp(-s)) +

1+ "2mp(exp(s) - exp(-s)) +

- ~ In Icosh ( v,mp(exp(s) - 1)) I-In lsi

111
<p (s) = "2m(exp(s) - exp(-s)) + "2mp(exp(s) + exp(-s)) +

sinh ( v,mp(exp(s) - 1)) V,mp· exp(s)
- +

4Vexp(s) - 1 . cosh ( v,mp(exp(s) - 1))

sinh ( v-,mp(exp(-s) - 1)) V-,mp· exp(s) 1
+~===;::::::;===------=--r-;.::::::::==;::==;:::::::;:==;:~

4Vexp(-s) - 1 . cosh ( V -,mp(exp(-s) - 1)) s

41

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)
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with

Analysing the effect of the phase-noise on a DPSK-system

/I 1 1
ep (s) = 2m(exp(s) +exp(-s) + 2pm(exp(s) -exp(-s)) +

,mpexp(2s) sinh (",!,mp(exp(s) -1)) ,./imp· exp(2s)
- + +

8(exp(s) -1) 8(exp(s) -1)~ cosh (J,mp(exp(s) -1))
sinh ( J,mp(exp(s) -1)) v/imp· exp(s)

- +
4Jexp(s) - 1 . cosh (J,mp(exp(s) - 1))

sinh2 (J,mp(exp(s) -1)) ,mpexp(2s)
+ +

8(exp(s) - 1) cosh ( J,mp(exp(s) - 1)) (5.26)

,mpexp(-2s) sinh (J-,mp(exp(s) -1)) V-,mp· exp(-2s)
+ - +

8(exp(-s) -1) 8(exp(-s) -1)~ cosh (J-,mp(exp(-s) -1))
sinh ( J -,mp(exp(-s) - 1)) V-,mp . exp( -s)

- +
4Jexp(-s) -1· cosh (J-,mp(exp(-s) -1))
sinh2 (-J,mp(exp(-s) -1)) ,mpexp(-2s) 1

- +-
8(exp(-s) -1) cosh (J-,mp(exp(-s) -1)) s2

p = cos(~O)

m= "1qT A 2

2hvo

The decision threshold CXopt is always zero for a balanced receiver, it does not appear in the
equations for ep( s).

The simulation result of the system with ideal phase modulation and delay can be found in
figure 5.5.

For the simulations including the phase and delay error see the figures 5.6 and 5.7.
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Figure 5.5: The BER of a balanced receiver under the influence of phase noise
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Figure 5.6: The BER of a balanced receiver under the influence of phase-noise and an incomplete phase shift
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Figure 5.7: The BER of a unbalanced receiver under the influence of phase-noise and an incorrect delay at the
demodulator. Calculated for t::.v = 5 . 10-3
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Due to the phase noise a BER-floor is formed. The level of this floor is a function of the
factor b..1/' T. The factor b..1/' T represents the phase shift per second times the time in which
the phase should stay constant to get an ideal detection.

The use of an unbalanced receiver means 3 dB less receiver sensitivity and a factor of b..1/ . T
which should be smaller than 0.005. For the balanced receiver the same factor b..1/ . T only
has to be less than 0.01. The same value as can be found in literature.

For the previous values a BER-floor of 10-18 is reached; this means a large safety margin is
taken as opposed to the demanded BER of 10-9 . This is done because the simulation only
accounts for phase noise and not for ASE (chapter 6), electrical noise and other neglected
noise sources.

As can be seen in the figures 5.3 and 5.3 a phase error of 20° is acceptable. For the phase
modulator it means a reasonable error is permitted. Even the non-flat FM response of the
phase modulator will hardly effect the BER.

In the delay-line an error of 1.2 . 10-16 for the unbalanced and 2.4 . 10-16 for the balanced
receiver are acceptable, as can be seen in the figures 5.4 and 5.7.

The minimum delay error means the distance in the delay line (in air) must be stable:

For an acceptable delay (b..7) the stability of the delay-line can be expressed in a distance
(b..s) of the air gap:

b..s = b..7· 1/

Table 5.1: Permitted errors in phase modulator and delay line demodulator

IJ b..7 [s] I b..s [nm] I b..cp [0]

unbalanced 1.2 . 10-16 36 10

balanced 2.4.10- 16 72 20



Chapter 6

Simulations incorporating
ASE-noise

ASE-noise is caused by spontaneous emISSIOn in the amplifier. This emISSIOn will cause
stimulated emission so amplifying the noise. The spontaneous emission is a stochastic process
where an electron drops from a high to a low energy band emitting a photon. The frequency
is determined by 1/ = !fj;-, with Eg the energy gap between the conduction and valence band.
Because the drop can occur over a wide range of energies and the lack of a filter in the SOA
the noise has a large bandwidth. In figure 6.1 an example of two ASE-spectra can be seen.
The peak is caused by an externally injected signal.

ASE spectrum for different input powers @1311 nm
10,----r---,--'----..----r-.:.,.-:..-,----r---,-------,

Resolutian is 1 om.

E 0

~
.~
~ -5

1!
i-10
UJ

~

~
a. -15

-20

Jnput pOW'El:t. @1.3f1.nrn

-10dBm

-.30d8m.

-25 '-::-----,':,,---':-:---~~--'-----~___,L,,---':-:---
1260 1270 1280 1290 1300 1310 1320 1330 1340 1350

Wavelength {nm]

Figure 6.1: An example of the ASE-noise spectrum for to different input powers of the SOA.

A number of articles have been written about ASE-noise in a link with SOA's. An important
article is written by Olsen [7]. The simulations, are based on this theory.

First, the output of the DPSK-demodulator with ASE-noise is calculated (see figure 6.2

For the 3dB coupler the following formula can be derived:

(6.1)
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phollX1iode intelgfiue & dump

rhOlodiode imergfiue & dump

50150 0 50150
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~

delay

~
-..JL ~

coupler ~ coupler

Figure 6.2: Setup of the interferometric Delay-line demodulator.

Like can be seen in figure 6.2 the loss in the upper and lower branch of the demodulator is
assumed to be zero. The factor nsp is the stochastic signal which describes the ASE-noise.

1 1r 1
Eb = f(lEinl (t) exp(j -2) + --2nsp(t) (6.3)

y2 sqrt

1 (.1r) 1Eout2 = yl2Ea(t - T) exp J2 + yl2Eb(t - T)

= ~Einl (t - T) exp (j~) + ~Einl exp (j~)

= ~Einl (t - T) exp (j;) + ~Einl exp (j~) + (6.5)

+ ~nsp(t - T) exp (j2
1r

) + ~nsp(t) exp (j~)
1 1

= "2 Ein1 (t - T) + "2Ein1 + nsp(t)

The random signals nsp(t) and nsp(t - T) are independent, this means ~nsp(t) + ~nsp(t - T) =
nsp(t).

The current i after the photo-detector equals:

. - q E2
2 - hv + nshot

- q E2 E (66)- hv s + snsp + nspnsp + nshot .

= E + Esnsp + nspnsp + nshot
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The photo-current is build out of the signal E s, the signal-spontaneous beat-noise Esnsp , the
spontaneous-spontaneous beat-noise n sp and the shot-noise nshot.

The average signal power in the receiver is:

(6.7)

The variable G describes the fibre to fibre gain, Ps the signal power at the input of the
amplifier, "lin and "lout the input and output coupling efficiencies. The loss of the fibre segment
before the amplifier is described by Lso.L' with L s the fibre length and o.L the loss per meter
of the fibre.

The total average noise power in the receiver is:

Ntot = N shot + N s- sp + N sp- sp (6.8)

With Nshot the shot-noise, N s- sp the signal spontaneous beat-noise and N sp- sp the sponta
neous spontaneous beat-noise, described by:

N _ (PSpq ) 2 B 2Bo - Be
sp-sp - hv o.L e Bg

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

In these equations Be is the electrical bandwidth, Bo the optical bandwidth and PSP the
ASE-noise power of the amplifier. For the HER calculation with the ASE-noise the Gaussian
approximation can be used.

The erfc function, is the complementary error function of Q, with:

Q = JS[i) - JS(O)
JNtot (l) + JNtot(O)

(6.12)

(6.13)

8(1)

8(0)

Ntot (1)

Ntot (0)

: signal power for logical '1'

signal power for logical '0'

noise power for logical '1'

noise power for logical '0'
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6.1 The simulations

The simulation program (Appendix D) calculates the Q factor as function of the signal power
per bit time m. For the simulation of a link with a number of amplifiers it is assumed that
the loss in the fibre equals the gain of the amplifiers. Although this is a simplification, it still
shows the effects of the ASE-noise and gives an idea of the number of amplifiers which can
be used. The same assumption was made when the number of amplifiers as function of the
phase-noise was calculated (see section 4.6).

An important effect of saturation is in this case a decrease of the gain, this is not taken
into account in the simulations. To get realistic results the input power is chosen such that
saturation does not occur.

6.1.1 Balanced receiver

For the balanced receiver the average signal powers for '1' and '0' equal:

5(1) = ~5

1
5(0) = --5

2

(6.14)

The simulation is performed for input powers of the first amplifier of -15 dBm and -10 dBm.
Both values are realistic, although for the second value a preamplifier has to be used or the
first section of fibre in the link has to be shortened. The first simulation is seen in figure 6.3
and the second in 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: BER of a balanced receiver under the influence of ASE- noise. The input power of the link is:
Pin,oal = -15 dBm.
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6.1.2 Unbalanced receiver

For the unbalanced receiver the average signal powers for '1' and '0' equal:

S(I) = ~S (6.15)

S(O) = 0

The simulation is also performed for the input power of the first amplifier of -15 dBm and
-10 dBm. The first simulation is seen in figure 6.5 and the second in 6.6.
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Figure 6.5: BER of an unbalanced receiver under the influence of ASE- noise. The input power of the link is:
Pin.oal = -15 dBm.
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Figure 6.6: BER of an unbalanced receiver under the influence of ASE- noise. The input power of the link is:
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6.1.3 Simulation results

The results of the balanced receiver are better than the unbalanced receiver which is expected
due to the better signal to noise ratio of the balanced receiver. Secondly, a higher input signal
power improves the BER-curves also due to a higher signal to noise ratio.

As can be seen in figure 6.4 a link of at least 20 SOA's can be made using a balanced receiver
and 15 (see figure 6.6) using the unbalanced one. Taking the floor 109 below the desired 10-9

to be on the save side.

The results can be improved by increasing the signal because for higher signal powers the
amplifiers will saturate and the gain of the different amplifiers in the link will not be equal.
In the simulation program it is assumed the gain of all programs is the same and equal to the
loss in the fibres.

Comparing the limit of SOA's due to the phase-noise (section 4.6) and the ASE, it can be
seen that it is not predetermined which noise will limit the number of amplifiers and thus the
length of the link.

In a real link saturation will occur. Due to saturation the gain will decrease. This has
the positive effect that the ASE-noise will decrease but the negative effect that the signal is
amplified less.

If the signal power budget at the input of the link is high enough so the decrease in amplifica
tion of the signal does not matter, saturation will have a positive effect. But it is also possible
that due to the saturation of the SOA the amplification of the signal will become to low.
When the last occurs bandpass filters can be placed in the link, to decrease the ASE-noise
power, but the filters also have a loss in the passband.



Chapter 7

Simulation of the DPSK
transmission system

To be able to simulate the system with ASE and phase noise taken into account, a different
approach is needed. It is not yet possible to calculate the DPSK-system with ASE-noise and
phase-noise analytically with the saddle point approximation used in section 5.1 the mgf of

iT1
- cos (~<I>(t)) dt

o 2
(7.1)

is calculated. This can only be done for small values of ~<I>(t) and not for the phase of the
ASE-noise. The trick is to find the mgf of equation 7.1 which also applies for great values of
~<I>. Work on finding this expression is in progress.

To be able to calculate the BER of the DPSK system with ASE and phase-noise, a different
approach is taken. The system is simulated bit by bit. A very big disadvantage of this method
is that the simulations are heavily time consuming. For calculating a BER of 10-9 at least
5 times 109 bits have to be calculated to get a reasonable result. A calculation of a factor of
10-9 takes about 72 hours on a Pentium at 166 MHz.

The structure of the calculation looks like:

1. Calculate the output signal power P s , ASE-noise power PASE and linewidth ~v after
the link (at the input of the demodulator).

2. Calculate one bit out of the PRBS sequence.

3. Add phase noise.

4. Add ASE noise.

5. Calculate photo current adding the shot-noise.

6. Determine what bit was sent and if it is received correctly
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This calculation is done recursively counting the number of bits needed for five errors. The
BER equals five divided by the number of bits. Doing this for different values of the input
signal power per bit m a BER-curve is calculated.

A flowchart of the program is shown in figure 7.1. The source code of the program can be
found in Appendix E.

: if d > a & r =' I'

: if d < a & r ='0'

calculate link

I1v

calculate
attenuation
m

calculate
modulated
signal

add:
phase noise
ASE noise

calculate Ip~

add shotnoise

=d

get correct bit

=r

error+=l

change link
parameters

TRUE

FALSE

TRUE calculate BER
max count

eached & write to file

FALSE

FALSE

Figure 7.1: Flowchart describing the program simulating the high bit rate DPSK optical transmission system,

There is no user interface in the program. If values have to be changed they have to be
changed in the program, after which the program has to be compiled again.
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To calculate the influence of the link, the output signal power Ps , output ASE noise power
PASE and the linewidth tlv have to be calculated after each amplifier. To be able to do this,
first the gain of the amplifier has to be calculated.

The gain can be calculated using:

-(g-1) Pin 1
9 = GO . 2 P.at(l-g)

Next the powers and linewidth are calculated:

7.2 Adding the noise to the simulation

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

The calculation of the noise is done for an entire bit, in other words only the envelope of the
noise is taken into account. The reason for this is the highly needed increase in speed, the
program would else take years to complete the calculation of a BER curve.

7.2.1 The phase noise

The phase noise can be modelled by

E = Aexp(w(t) + <p(t))

with <p(t) the phase noise:

<p(t) = V1rtlvT· ngauss

with ngauss a Gaussian distributed variable:

E{ngauss} = 0

(7.6)

(7.7)
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The <p(t) is a Gaussian distributed variable. This is only true looking at the phase noise after
an entire bit. If the real laser signal where to be sampled and this approach was used to
calculated the phase-noise, it would result in a spectrum of white noise with a delta peak
at w. The phase changes are gradual and cannot jump over the entire linewidth during one
sample period which would be assumed possible using this approach. It is however possible
to jump over the entire linewidth during an entire bit.

7.2.2 The ASE noise

The field of the ASE-noise can be expressed as:

EASE = AASE exp(j<p(t)) (7.8)

with <p(t) a random phase.

After the link a receiver a bandpass filter is placed to filter most of the ASE noise out of the
signal. The remaining ASE-power equals:

(7.9)

(7.10)

The remaining ASE-noise has an almost flat frequency spectrum and can be seen as white
noise.

The ASE noise is summed during an entire bit resulting in a signal with a Gaussian distributed
noise. Which can be expressed as the phase:

rr
<p(t) = rrngauss + 2"

The factor ngauss is a Gaussian distributed variable with mean 0 and variance 1.

7.2.3 The shot noise

(7.11)

The shot-noise is a Poisson distributed noise caused by the arrival of photons at discrete
time intervals (see section 2.1.3). After one bit time an average of Ia~gT electrons have been
received. The number of received electrons and the current can be expressed as:
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. (IavgT)n = pozsson -q-

. (IavgT ) qI = pozsson -q- T

7.3 The simulations
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(7.12)

(7.13)

Due to the limited time available and the long time it takes to perform a simulation, just a
small number of simulations have been performed. The intention of these simulation was to
predict the performance of the laboratory setup. The simulation results will later be compared
with the experiments after which the program may have to be adapted.

One simulation is done to look if the number of 20 SOA's, which means a link of a 1000 km
can be realised as predicted in sections 4.6 and 6.1.3. The simulated DPSK system is drawn
in figure 7.2.

la~erdjude pulariser pha~e mouulaloc

o
allenuatm SOA

3 times or 20 times for long transmission--------_ _----------------------, ., ., ., ,, ,, ,

i SMF {>- I--+-
i
-.

SOA
!..._------ •• ---------------------------.!

0 000

~
so/so

~
~ delay polariser

~
BP-tiher

0coupler

aUenualor

SOiSO

coupler

,*
f--~' 0---:
i 'Y -~---
• photodiode f!. t

balanced

.JLnJ1. nj-V+If-1--- -.J\IJCJUlllJl· -- :
clock recovery BER deleCllW

Figure 7.2: The scheme of the DPSK optical transmission system which is simulated.

7.3.1 Balanced receiver

The idea was to simulate the performance of the laboratory link (build for ASK modulation
experiments). Due to a high value for n sp used in the simulations, the calculation of the
simulated link (PASE, Ps and .6./.1) will not match the laboratory link.

The signals in the figure have the following values:
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Figure 7.3: BER of the balanced receiver under influence of as well ASE as phase-noise.

P s = 4.27 mW

b.v = 100 MHz

Pase = 11.6 mW

P s = 14.8 mW

b.v = 100 MHz

Pase = 3.12 mW

The first power can be obtained by the laser, the second can be obtained by a pre-amplifier
or shortening the first fibre in the link.

7.3.2 Unbalanced receiver

This simulation is meant to simulate the laboratory link in which the first experiments will
take place. Unfortunatly, the value for n sp in the simulation is too high. The real link will
probably perform better than simulated here. The further simulation and conclusions are
correct.

The signals in the graphic have the folowing values:

Ps = 4.27 mW

b.v = 50 MHz

Pase = 11.6 mW
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Figure 7.4: BER of the unbalanced receiver under influence of as well ASE as phase-noise.

Ps = 12.4 mW

b.v = 50 MHz

Pase = 4.84 m W

The first power can be obtained by the laser, the second can be obtained by a pre-amplifier
or shortening the first fibre in the link.

7.3.3 A 1000 km long link

In this simulation a correct value for n sp is used. The link in this simulation consists of a
preamplifier and 20 segments of 50 km of fibre and a SOA. The result of the simulation in
shown in figure 7.5

Ps = 12.7 mW

b.v = 11.3 MHz

Pase = 4.18 mW

In this simulation the link is simulated with a laser current lid = 100 rnA.
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Figure 7.5: The BER of a high speed optical DPSK transmission system, transmitting over a distance of a
1000 km..
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The simulation results are as predicted in sections about phase 5.4 and ASE-noise 6.1.3.

To get an good idea of the location of the BER-floor, it is advised to use seperate phase
(section 5.4) and ASE-noise simulations (section 6.1.3). The dominant noise will be a good
estimate for the real BER floor.

Seperate simulations were also used to check the seperate noise terms in the simulation pro
gram, making the other noise term zero.

Furthermore, it can be seen in figure 7.5 that a link of a 1000 km is theoretically possible.
The calculation is performed till 10-10 and the BER floor is not yet vissible. If this can be
realised, it would mean a real improvement over the acheivible link length when using ASK.

The next important step is to compare the simulations with measurements after which further
simulations have to be performed.
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Conclusions

As can been seen by the previous chapters, not the entire assignment is finished; no exper
iments were conducted. The main reason for this is the delivery time of the components
needed to perform the experiments.

The bit-by-bit simulation program was finished just before the end of my graduation period.
Simulations still have to be performed to get more insight in how the ASE and phase noise
influence each other. The simulation program shows that a DPSK system with a link of 20
segments, consisting of 50 km of fibre and a SOA, has a BER below 10-9 . This means a link
of 1000 km is, at least theoretically, possible.

Although there was no time to finish the assignment a good base is realised to continue the
investigation of the DPSK system. The theoretical work shows very promising results: a
longer link (1000 km) could be realised than is possible for ASK (500 km).

Both the phase and ASE-noise play an important role in the DPSK system although their
effects can be kept limited. The linewidth broadening in a link with SOA's can be kept
limited by a small input linewidth. Small enough input linewidths can already be achieved
with normal communication lasers. CATV lasers with even smaller linewidths are also com
mercially available. The input power of the link can be increased without the fear of signal
degradation due to saturation. Saturation by the signal power even has a positive effect on
the ASE-noise. A second positive effect of saturation is that the SOA's in saturation are less
polarisation dependent.

In the near future, the actual system measurements have to be performed and the results
have to be compared with the ASK-results. After this the DPSK system can be judged.
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There is still a lot of work to be done. This work includes:

• Perform measurements on the DPSK system.

• Compare DPSK and ASK performance.

Conclusions

• Compare measurements with simulations and if necessary update the model.

• Perform simulations to investigate how ASE and phase noise influence each other.

• Perform simulations with different links (e.g. a different number of amplifiers, filters
between the amplifiers, different linewidths, etc.).

• Investigate delay-line with feedback. The feedback will be necessary for a commercial
DPSK communication system.

• Investigate how to realize a balanced receiver (demands, make or buy, etc).

• Try to realize an analytical simulation for the DPSK system.

• Write a simulation program to calculate the optimal number of amplifiers, gain and
fibre lengths, minimising the ASE noise and signallinewidth.

In the near future, I will perform the measurements on the DPSK-system and hopefully help
a new graduate student to start further investigations.



Abbreviations

FSK-DD Frequency Shift Keying Direct Detection

DPSK-DD Differential Phase Shift Keying Direct Detection

IM-DD Intensity Modulated Direct Detection

PRBS Pseudo Random Bit Sequence

EDFA Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier

SOA Semiconductor Optical Amplifier

ASK Amplitude Shift Keying

FSK Frequency Shift Keying

DPSK Differential Phase Shift Keying

BER Bit Error Rate

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

ASE Amplified Spontaneous Emission

mgf moment generation function

SSMF Standard Single Mode Fibre

DSF Dispersion Shifted Fibre

PrDFA Praseodymium Doped Fibre Amplifier
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Nomenclature

Q'o [m- 1] steady state net gain coefficient

Q'H Linewidth enhancement factor

Q'L [m- 1] loss per meter

Q'opt [8-1] Optimal decision threshold ofreceiver

{J Spontaneous emission factor

'T/ quantum efficiency

r optical confinement factor

, [8 -1] inverse carrier lifetime

, inverse carrier lifetime

r 1,2 mirror reflectivity coefficients

/'i, [8-1] material loss

A [m] wavelength

v [Hz]Laser frequency

6Vin [Hz] input linewidth SOA

6Vout [Hz] output linewidth SOA

A [m2 ] cross section area of active region

Bo [Hz] Optical bandwidth of SOA

B f [Hz] Passband of optical filter

c [m8- 1] light speed in vacuum

F phase noise term

9 input to output power gain

Go [m- 1]steady state material gain

Gn = ~~ [m- 2
]

h [J8] Planck's constant (= 6.63· 1O-34 J8)

I [W]light intensity

lid [A] Pumping current flowing to active region

lth [A] Threshold current

Conclusions



L [m] laser cavity length

LA [m] cavity length of SOA

L s [m] length of fibre segment

m number of photons arriving at photodetector in one bit time

N [m- 3] electron density in conduction band

n refractive index

Nsp [W] Total ASE-noise power

n sp [s-l]spontaneous emission factor

Po [W] Output Power

Pin [W] input power

Psat [W] saturation power of SOA

R Spontaneous emission rate

Rm Facet power reflectivity

R t [m-3]total average spontaneous emission rate into all guided modes

vg [ms- 1] group velocity
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Table A.1: Overview of the articles used to study the preformance of FSK and DPSK optical transmission
systems

points of interest FSK modulation literature DPSK modulation literature

theoretical receiver - - 3dB (FSK) [8]

sensitivity 1.5-2dB (CP-FSK)

carrier recovery - - very easy [9]

modulator direct on laser [10, 11] direct on laser [9, 12, 13]

[14, 13] LiNB03 straight line [9, 14]

(availible SUMICEM)

Mach-Zehner [15] Mach-Zehner [9, 16]

-+ 1M modulation [15]

SLA jfreq. lock laser SLA j freq. lock laser [17]

fibre dispersion - [18, 14] more tolerant [19, 20]

[18, 14]

fibre non-linearities - [18] - [18]

ISLA [21, 22] [21, 21]

demodulator Mach-Zehner [15] Mach-zehner [23]

delay-line T = '{- [14] delay-line T = T [14]

injection locked laser [24, 25] frequency locked laser [26]

filter [27] -

biggest disadvantage AM-modulation [28, 29, 13] phase noise [30, 31, 16]

of FM signal [32, 14] -+ tlvT ::::: 0.01 [33, 34, 35]

[32, 14]

solutions -appropriate encoding - Frequency feedback [36, 31]

(AMI)

- laser with flat FM- - laser with small

response linewidth

- equalisation of - filtering ?? [21]

driving signal

AMI better as MC for low [28]

frequencies

Manchester (MC) prefered [28] prefered

because of experience because of expeience

NRZ [28]

bipolar bigger bandwitdth easy to realize [37]
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Measurement report linewidth

B.l Linewidth laser

B.l.l First measurement of linewidth laser
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Figure B.l: Measurement circuit

Used equipment

laser:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1-2:

SMF 2:

spectrum analyzer:

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

EC355Lj SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

SO/50

2268 m 1300nm, loss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130G; HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020Aj HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021A; HP 70900A



lid [rnA] Pld[dBm] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz]

measured for C = Cmin for C = Cavg for C = Cmax for C = Cmatched

30.0 -4.95 215.00 146.07 540.61 1281.49 244.09

32.5 -2.84 125.00 84.03 311.01 737.24 140.43

35.0 -1.43 100.00 58.98 218.30 517.47 98.57

37.5 -0.41 75.00 45.56 168.63 399.73 76.14

40.0 0.41 60.00 36.98 136.86 324.43 61.80

42.5 1.11 54.00 31.21 115.53 273.86 52.16

45.0 1.67 50.00 26.99 99.89 236.80 45.10

47.5 2.20 42.80 23.74 87.86 208.27 39.67

50.0 2.65 36.90 21.20 78.45 185.96 35.42

52.5 3.05 35.90 19.15 70.89 168.03 32.01

55.0 3.42 31.75 17.47 64.65 153.26 29.19

57.5 3.75 28.20 16.07 59.48 141.01 26.86

60.0 4.05 25.40 14.86 55.02 130.41 24.84

65.0 4.44 20.30 12.93 47.84 113.41 21.60

70.0 4.90 18.80 11.44 42.33 100.35 19.11
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B.1.2 Second measurement of linewidth laser

10/90

laserdiode

000

polarizer
coupler 1

50150 50150

AI

~ ~
I

intensity modulator
Hv

~ ~ - -~-
spectrum analyzer

coupler 2 -0- coupler 3

sinus generator

Figure B.B: Measurement circuit

Used equipment

laser:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1-3:

SMF:

spectrum analyzer:

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

EC355L; SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

50/50

2268 m 1300nm, loss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130Gj HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020Aj HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021Aj HP 70900A



lId [rnA] Pld[dBm] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz] b.v [MHz]

measured for C = Cmin for C = Cavg for C = Cmax for C = Cmatched

30.0 -4.82 249.80 540.61 146.07 1281.49 244.09

31.0 -3.89 187.70 417.74 112.87 990.25 188.62

32.0 -3.11 152.25 340.38 91.97 806.87 153.69

33.0 -2.46 129.40 287.20 77.60 680.79 129.68

34.0 -1.90 115.50 248.39 67.11 588.79 112.15

35.0 -1.41 102.25 218.82 59.12 518.70 98.80

36.0 -0.96 93.50 195.54 52.83 463.52 88.29

37.0 -0.57 82.00 176.74 47.75 418.95 79.80

38.0 -0.20 75.75 161.23 43.56 382.20 72.80

39.0 0.13 67.50 148.23 40.05 351.38 66.93

40.0 0.44 62.40 137.17 37.06 325.16 61.93

42.5 1.12 55.45 115.60 31.23 274.03 52.20

45.0 1.70 44.90 99.89 26.99 236.80 45.10

50.0 2.66 36.90 78.55 21.22 186.20 35.47

55.0 3.44 31.75 64.72 17.49 153.42 29.22

60.0 4.08 25.40 55.03 14.87 130.45 24.85

65.0 4.58 20.30 47.87 12.93 113.47 21.61

70.0 4.99 18.80 42.35 11.44 100.39 19.12
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B.2 Linewidth of laser & 1 SOA

B.2 Linewidth of laser & 1 SOA

B.2.1 First measurement of linewidth laser & 1 SOA

90/10

*=
000

"--J

{>- ~~

~
coupler 1

laserdiode polarizer SOA BP-filter

50/50 50/50

AI

"--J "--J I

intensity modulator
2••

~ ~ - -~-
spectrum analyzer

coupler 2 -C>- coupler 3

sinus generator

Figure B.5: Measurement circuit

Used equipment

83

laser:

SOA:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1:

coupler 2-3:

SMF 1:

SMF 2:

spectrum analyzer:

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#14 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355Lj SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

90/10

50/50

50 km 1300nm, loss=17.8 dB

2268 m 1300nm, loss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130G; HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020A; HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021A; HP 70900A



lId [mA] P1d[dBm] Psoain [dBm] Psoaout [dBm] gff[dB] 6.VJ.d+lsoa[MHz] 6.VJ.d 6.VJ.d+lsoa[MHz] 6.VJ.d+lsoa[MHz] 6.VJ.d+lsoa[MHz]

measured f = fay!!: f= fmin f = fmax

30.0 -4.84 -16.89 5.32 16.16 227.00 244.09 244.10 244.10 244.10

31.0 -3.88 -15.93 6.10 28.03 178.00 188.62 192.93 190.60 196.52

32.0 -3.12 -15.17 6.62 27.79 143.50 153.69 156.12 154.81 158.15

33.0 -2.46 -14.51 7.15 27.66 129.00 129.68 131.27 130.41 132.61

34.0 -1.90 -13.95 7.49 27.44 118.00 112.15 113.19 112.63 114.05

35.0 -1.41 -13.46 7.89 27.35 105.00 98.80 99.55 99.15 100.19

36.0 -0.96 -13.01 8.13 27.14 97.00 88.29 88.82 88.53 89.26

37.0 -0.57 -12.62 8.34 26.96 88.50 79.80 80.18 79.98 80.50

38.0 -0.21 -12.26 8.39 26.65 82.00 72.80 73.06 72.92 73.28

39.0 0.13 -11.92 8.55 26.47 69.00 66.93 67.13 67.02 67.29

40.0 0.44 -11.61 8.70 26.31 66.50 61.93 62.09 62.00 62.21

42.5 1.12 -10.93 8.97 25.90 53.50 52.20 52.28 52.23 52.35

45.0 1.70 -10.35 9.22 25.57 47.00 45.10 45.15 45.13 45.20

50.0 2.66 -9.39 9.45 24.84 36.50 35.47 35.49 35.48 35.50

55.0 3.44 -8.61 9.67 24.28 31.00 29.22 29.23 29.23 29.24

60.0 4.08 -7.97 9.65 23.62 28.00 24.85 24.85 24.85 24.86

65.0 4.58 -7.47 9.39 22.86 25.50 21.61 21.61 21.61 21.62
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Figure B.6: Linewidth of laser & 1 SOA (second measurement)
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B.2.2 Second measurement of linewidth laser & 1 SOA

10/90 10/90

r----,

sf:
I..-) I..-)

~
000

~ fL (IT) {> - fL
SMFI

coupler I coupler 2
laserdiode polarizer SOA

(IT)

~
50150

J SMF2 L
50150

A'-- r--- ~
I

I..-) I..-) I

r>G intensity modulator
24\1'

fL ~ - -~-
BP-filter IL-o-J spectrum analyze

coupler 3 coupler 4

f

r

sinus generator

Figure B. 7: Measurement circuit

Used equipment

laser:

SOA:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1-2:

coupler 3-4:

SMF 1:

SMF 2:

spectrum analyzer:

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#14 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355Lj SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

90/10

50/50

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.8 dB

2268 m 1300nm, 10ss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130Gj HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020Aj HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021Aj HP 70900A



fd [ffiA] P1d[dBm] Psoain[dBm] Psoaout[dBm] gff[dB] ~lIJd+lsoa[MHz] ~lIJd ~lIJd+lsoa[MHz] ~lIJd+lsoa[MHz] ~lIJd+lsoa[MHz]

measured f = favg f= fmin f= fmax

30.0 -4.85 -16.90 7.23 18.08 226.50 244.09 244.11 244.10 244.12

31.0 -3.90 -15.95 7.85 29.80 184.00 188.62 202.26 194.91 213.63

32.0 -3.12 -15.17 8.48 29.65 156.00 153.69 161.90 157.47 168.75

33.0 -2.48 -14.53 9.00 29.53 137.50 129.68 135.07 132.16 139.56

34.0 -1.91 -13.96 9.32 29.28 122.00 112.15 115.59 113.73 118.45

35.0 -1.41 -13.46 9.60 29.06 108.00 98.80 101.11 99.87 103.04

36.0 -0.97 -13.02 9.84 28.86 100.00 88.29 89.91 89.04 91.26

37.0 -0.57 -12.62 10.05 28.67 90.00 79.80 80.97 80.34 81.94

38.0 -0.20 -12.25 10.25 28.50 84.05 72.80 73.67 73.20 74.40

39.0 0.13 -11.92 10.42 28.34 76.25 66.93 67.59 67.23 68.14

40.0 0.44 -11.61 10.58 28.19 69.80 61.93 62.45 62.17 62.88

45.0 1.70 -10.35 11.21 27.56 49.05 52.20 52.44 52.31 52.64

50.0 2.75 -9.30 11.65 27.00 37.50 45.10 45.23 45.16 45.33
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Figure B.B: Linewidth of laser & 1 SOA (second measurement)



B.3 Linewidth of laser & 2 SOA's

B.3 Linewidth of laser & 2 SOA's

B.3.! First measurement of linewidth laser & 2 SOA'2

9011a 2-times

89

laserdiode

000

polarizer
coupler

r-.{>_.._-~:-.]
! SOA :
:. 1

BP-filter

50150
SMF

50150

A'----J
intensity modulator

'----J
~ ~

spectrum analyzer
coupler 1 -C)- coupler 2

sinus generator

Figure B.9: Measurement circuit

Used equipment

laser:

SOA 1:

SOA 2:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1:

coupler 2-3:

SMF 1:

SMF 2:

spectrum analyzer:

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#14 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#12 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355L; SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

90/10

50/50

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.8 dB

2268 m 1300nm, 10ss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130G; HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020A; HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021A; HP 70900A



lId [mA] P1d[dBm] P soain [dBm] Psoaout[dBm] gff[dB] ~VJ.d+2soa[MHz] ~VJ.d ~VJ.d+2soa[MHz] ~VJ.d+2soa [MHz] ~VJ.d+2soa [MHz]

measured f = favg f= fmin f = fmax

31.0 -3.89 -15.50 6.93 28.43 194.00 192.93 198.69 195.58 203.63

32.0 -3.11 -14.98 7.33 28.31 160.50 156.12 159.61 157.73 162.60

33.0 -2.46 -14.45 7.78 28.23 134.00 131.27 133.61 132.35 135.62

34.0 -1.90 -14.11 8.00 28.11 113.00 113.19 114.80 113.93 116.18

35.0 -1.41 -13.71 8.20 27.91 106.00 99.55 100.65 100.06 101.59

36.0 -0.96 -13.47 8.33 27.80 93.00 88.82 89.63 89.19 90.32

37.0 -0.57 -13.26 8.47 27.73 86.00 80.18 80.81 80.47 81.35

38.0 -0.20 -13.21 8.57 27.78 78.50 73.06 73.60 73.31 74.07

39.0 0.13 -13.05 8.68 27.73 72.50 67.13 67.57 67.33 67.95

40.0 0.44 -12.90 8.78 27.68 68.00 62.09 62.45 62.25 62.77

42.5 1.12 -12.63 8.96 27.59 56.50 52.28 52.52 52.39 52.73

45.0 1.70 -12.38 9.08 27.46 48.50 45.15 45.32 45.23 45.47

50.0 2.67 -12.15 9.05 27.20 37.50 35.49 35.57 35.53 35.65

55.0 3.44 -11.93 9.03 26.96 31.50 29.23 29.28 29.26 29.33

60.0 4.08 -11.95 9.02 26.97 29.50 24.85 24.89 24.87 24.92

65.0 4.58 -12.21 8.80 27.01 25.50 21.61 21.64 21.63 21.67
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B.3.2 Second measurement of linewidth laser & 2 SOA's

2 times.........................................................._ _ ,
I~O l I~O

!
!

sf:
'-----.J -l>+ '-----.J -----.....

t-- 000 --;-~ em ~
SMF 1,2

coupler 1,2 coupler 3
!

laserdiode polarizer SOA 1,2 I,........_.............................._..........................................................................0'

50150
em

50150

~ ~
SMF3 L A'--- I-- '-----.J '-----.J t--

~
~

intensity modulator
~

BP-filter L -o-LJ spectrum analyze
coupler 4 coupler 5

,

sinus generator

Figure B .11: Measurement circuit

Used equipment

r

laser:

SOA 1:

SOA 1:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1-3:

coupler 4-5:

SMF 1:

SMF 2:

SMF 3:

spectrum analyzer:

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#09 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#13 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355L; SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

90/10

50/50

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.8 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.9 dB

2268 m 1300nm, 10ss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130G; HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020A; HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021A; HP 70900A



lId[mA] Pld[dBm] Psoain [dBm] Psoaout[dBm] gfr[dB] ..6./.Ijd+2soa[MHz] ..6./.Ijd ..6. /.Ijd+2soa [MHz] ..6./.Ijd+2soa[MHz] ..6. /.Ijd+2soa[MHz]

measured f = fay/!; f= fmin f = fmax

30.0 -4.83 -13.57 7.20 26.77 252.00 244.10 247.23 245.54 249.92

31.0 -3.90 -12.95 7.65 26.60 190.00 194.91 196.69 195.73 198.23

32.0 -3.13 -12.32 8.02 26.34 156.00 157.47 158.46 157.93 159.31

33.0 -2.48 -11.80 8.26 26.06 135.20 132.16 132.74 132.43 133.24

34.0 -1.91 -11.48 8.48 25.96 124.40 113.73 114.14 113.92 114.48

35.0 -1.42 -11.20 8.66 25.86 111.55 99.87 100.16 100.00 100.40

36.0 -0.97 -10.96 8.77 25.73 98.45 89.04 89.25 89.13 89.43

37.0 -0.57 -10.75 8.83 25.58 88.75 80.34 80.49 80.41 80.63

38.0 -0.21 -10.55 8.93 25.48 80.75 73.20 73.32 73.26 73.43

39.0 0.13 -10.38 9.03 25.41 73.00 67.23 67.33 67.28 67.42

40.0 0.44 -10.22 9.10 25.32 66.75 62.17 62.25 62.21 62.32

45.0 1.70 -9.59 9.40 24.99 50.25 52.31 52.35 52.33 52.39

50.0 2.66 -9.15 9.49 24.64 38.35 45.16 45.19 45.17 45.21
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Figure B.12: Linewidth of laser & 2 SOA's (second measurement)



B.4 Linewidth of laser & 3 SOA's

B.4 Linewidth of laser & 3 SOA's

B.4.1 First measurement of linewidth laser & 3 SOA's

9011 0 3-ti mes

95

~
OOOf-~

laserdiode polarizer

4~-~
'--c-o-up-ler---' , !

I SOA I
:. _ _ •••__._ l

•

sinus generator

0v

~l
BP-filter J

Used equipment

laser:

SOA 1:

SOA 2:

SOA 3:

modulator:

Figure B.i3: Measurement circuit

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#14 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#12 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#11 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355L; SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1:

coupler 2-3:

SMF 1:

SMF 2:

SMF 3:

SMF 4:

spectrum analyzer:

90/10

50/50

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.8 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.9 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=18.8 dB

2268 m 1300nm, 10ss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130Gj HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020A; HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021Aj HP 70900A



lId [mA] Pld[dBm] Psoain[dBm] P soaout [dBm] gfr[dB] b.VJd+3soa [MHz] b.VJd b.VJd+3soa[MHz] b.VJd+3soa [MHz] b.VJd+3soa[MHz]

measured f = favg f= fmin f = fmax

30.0 -4.84 -11.40 7.94 25.34 235.50 245.54 246.79 246.12 247.87

31.0 -3.90 -10.95 8.29 25.24 185.00 195.73 196.48 196.07 197.12

32.0 -3.12 -10.58 8.57 25.15 157.50 157.93 158.39 158.14 158.78

33.0 -2.48 -10.34 8.78 25.12 138.75 132.43 132.74 132.57 133.01

34.0 -1.91 -10.12 8.93 25.05 123.00 113.92 114.14 114.02 114.33

35.0 -1.42 -9.94 9.05 24.99 104.40 100.00 100.16 100.08 100.31

36.0 -0.97 -9.83 9.14 24.97 94.00 89.13 89.26 89.19 89.37

37.0 -0.57 -9.77 9.19 24.96 84.00 80.41 80.52 80.46 80.61

38.0 -0.20 -9.67 9.26 24.93 79.50 73.26 73.34 73.30 73.42

39.0 0.13 -9.57 9.35 24.92 73.15 67.28 67.35 67.31 67.41

40.0 0.44 -9.50 9.40 24.90 68.65 62.21 62.27 62.24 62.32

45.0 1.70 -9.20 9.61 24.81 48.90 52.33 52.37 52.35 52.40

50.0 2.66 -9.11 9.66 24.77 38.15 45.17 45.20 45.19 45.23
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B.4.2 Second measurement of linewidth laser & 3 SOA's

3 times

laserdiode

spectrum analyze
coupler 6

em
50150

J SMF4 L,-----'---J--------,- _ ~",_
intensity modulator -.Fl- )~fL

'L-ol--J

Effi2J

BP-filter
coupler 5

50150

'-~f-
~ '---J

-.Fl-

sinus generator

Figure B.15: Measurement circuit

Used equipment

laser:

SOA 1:

SOA 2:

SOA 3:

modulator:

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#09 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#13 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#12 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355L; SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1-4:

coupler 5-6:

coupler 6:

SMF 1:

SMF 2

SMF 3:

SMF4:

spectrum analyzer:

90/10

50/50

50/50

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.8 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.9 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=18.8 dB

2268 m 1300nm, 10ss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130G; HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020A; HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021A; HP 70900A



I1d[mA] Pld[dBm] Psoain[dBm] Psoaout [dBm] gff[dB] ~lIJ.d+3soa[MHz] ~lIJ.d ~lIJ.d+3soa[MHz] ~lIJ.d +3soa[MHz] ~lIJ.d+3soa[MHz]

measured f = favg f= fmin f = fmax

31.0 -3.88 -22.30 -0.21 28.09 224.50 189.08 193.51 191.12 197.31

32.0 -3.11 -20.62 0.16 26.78 165.00 158.98 160.32 159.60 161.47

33.0 -2.46 -20.30 0.43 26.73 136.50 133.19 134.10 133.61 134.88

34.0 -1.89 -19.73 0.53 26.26 114.50 114.49 114.98 114.72 115.41

35.0 -1.42 -19.17 0.88 26.05 97.50 100.62 100.96 100.78 101.24

36.0 -0.96 -18.89 1.16 26.05 93.45 89.69 89.95 89.81 90.18

37.0 -0.56 -18.50 1.17 25.67 87.50 81.00 81.17 81.08 81.31

38.0 -0.19 -18.48 1.47 25.95 76.90 73.70 73.87 73.78 74.01

39.0 0.14 -18.38 1.72 26.10 68.15 67.70 67.85 67.77 67.99

40.0 0.45 -18.31 1.88 26.19 61.95 62.52 62.66 62.59 62.79

45.0 1.71 -17.92 1.96 25.88 44.00 45.35 45.41 45.38 45.47

50.0 2.68 -17.52 2.32 25.84 36.35 35.58 35.62 35.60 35.65

60.0 4.09 -17.70 2.16 25.86 26.50 24.91 24.92 24.91 24.94
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Figure B.16: Linewidth of la.'5er & 3 SOA's (second mea.'5urement)



B.5 Linewidth of laser & 4 SOA's

B.5 Linewidth of laser & 4 SOA's

B.5.! First measurement of linewidth laser & 4 SOA's

4 times

101

laserdiode polarizer I SOA 1-4L.__.__..N_••_._.__._.N._....._....__...__...•_ .._...._..._. .j

10190

coupler 5

sinus generator

Figure B.17: Measurement circuit
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Used equipment

laser:

SOA 1:

SOA 2:

SOA 3:

SOA 4:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1-5:

coupler 6-7:

SMF 1:

SMF 2

SMF 3:

SMF 4:

SMF 5:

spectrum analyzer:

Measurement report linewidth

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#09 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#13 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#12 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#14 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355L; SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

90/10

50/50

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.8 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=17.9 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=18.8 dB

50 km 1300nm, 10ss=18.9 dB

2268 m 1300nm, 10ss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130G; HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020A; HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021A; HP 70900A



--
lId [mA] P1d[dBm] Psoain[dBm] P soaout [dBm] gff[dB] b.vld+4soa [MHz] b.vld b.l/jdHsoa[MHz] b.l/jdHsoa[MHz] b.l/jdHsoa[MHz]

measured f = favg f = fmin f = fmax

31 -3.88 -24.11 -6.12 23.99 282.50 193.51 193.84 193.66 194.12

32 -3.10 -23.74 -5.76 23.98 168.00 160.32 160.54 160.42 160.73

33 -2.43 -23.47 -5.45 24.02 140.00 134.10 134.26 134.17 134.40

34 -1.89 -23.37 -5.32 24.05 115.95 114.98 115.10 115.04 115.21

35 -1.40 -23.02 -4.92 24.10 100.00 100.96 101.05 101.00 101.13

36 -0.95 -22.74 -4.69 24.05 95.00 89.95 90.03 89.99 90.09

37 -0.56 -22.73 -4.63 24.10 82.20 81.17 81.23 81.20 81.28

38 -0.19 -22.43 -4.40 24.03 75.30 73.87 73.92 73.89 73.96

39 0.14 -22.18 -4.22 23.96 70.30 67.85 67.89 67.87 67.93

40 0.46 -22.02 -4.02 24.00 65.30 62.66 62.70 62.68 62.73

45 1.72 -21.94 -3.90 24.04 46.55 45.41 45.43 45.42 45.45

50 2.68 -21.58 -3.53 24.05 33.30 35.62 35.63 35.62 35.64
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Figure B.18: Linewidth of laser & 4 SOA's (second measurement)



B.5 Linewidth of laser & 4 SOA's

B.5.2 Second measurement of linewidth laser & 4 SOA's
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laserdiode polarizer

4 times
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i 10/90 ; 10/90
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Figure B.19: Measurement circuit
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U sed equipment

laser:

SOA 1:

SOA 2:

SOA 3:

SOA 4:

modulator:

S/N:MZ4-256-24 #3146

coupler 1-5:

coupler 6-7:

SMF 1:

SMF 2:

SMF 3:

SMF 4:

SMF 5:

spectrum analyzer:

Measurement report linewidth

#2284 PHILIPS CQF92/D

#09 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#13 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#12 PHILIPS CQF882/E

#14 PHILIPS CQF882/E

EC355L; SUMICEM P /N:T-MZ 1.3-10

90/10

50/50

50 km 1300nm, loss=17.8 dB

50 km 1300nm, loss=17.9 dB

50 km 1300nm, loss=18.8 dB

50 km 1300nm, loss=18.9 dB

2268 m 1300nm, loss=0.36dB/km

Display EC130Gj HP 70004A

RF Section EC027A HP 70908A

lightwave section EC020A; HP 70810B

local oscilator EC021Aj HP 70900A



lid [mA] P1d[dBm] Psoain [dBm] Psoaout [dBm] gfrldB] ~lIidHsoa[MHz] ~lIid ~lIidHsoa[MHz] ~lIidHsoa [MHz] ~lIidHsoa[MHz]

measured f = favg f= fmin f= fmax

31 -3.88 -24.11 -6.75 23.36 222.00 193.51 193.73 193.61 193.91

32 -3.08 -23.74 -6.13 23.61 165.00 160.32 160.49 160.40 160.64

33 -2.45 -23.47 -5.66 23.81 134.50 134.10 134.24 134.17 134.36

34 -1.87 -23.37 -5.31 24.06 118.00 114.98 115.10 115.04 115.21

35 -1.38 -23.02 -4.97 24.05 105.65 100.96 101.05 101.00 101.13

36 -0.96 -22.74 -4.62 24.12 89.95 89.95 90.03 89.99 90.10

37 -0.54 -22.73 -4.37 24.36 82.80 81.17 81.24 81.20 81.30

38 -0.18 -22.43 -4.15 24.28 75.65 73.87 73.92 73.89 73.97

39 0.14 -22.18 -3.95 24.23 69.70 67.85 67.90 67.87 67.94

40 0.46 -22.02 -3.89 24.13 65.00 62.66 62.70 62.68 62.73

45 1.72 -21.94 -3.67 24.27 43.50 45.41 45.44 45.42 45.45

50 2.68 -21.58 -2.60 24.98 38.00 35.62 35.64 35.63 35.66
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Figure B.20: Linewidth of laser & 4 SOA's (second measurement)



Appendix C

Phase-noise simulation code

C.1 Balanced receiver

C .1.1 Makefile

objects=ber-balanced.o goldenl.o golden2.0

ber-balanced: $(objects)
gcc -g -0 ber-balanced $(objects) -1m

ber-balanced.o: ber-balanced.c
gcc -g -c ber-balanced.c

goldenl.o: goldenl.c
gcc -g -c goldenl.c

golden2.0: golden2.c
gcc -g -c golden2.c

clean:
rm $(objects)

C.1.2 ber-balanced.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>

/* define external functions */
double goldenl(double ax, double bx, double cx, double (*f) (double) , double tol,double
double golden2(double ax, double bx, double cx, double (*f)(double), double tol,double

const double tol=le-12;
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double gamma=2*PI*lE-2;
double alpha;
double p;
double m;
double h;
double Pos_pValue;
double Neg_pValue;

Phase-noise simulation code

/* calculate double derivative of the characteristic function */
double ddPhi(double s)
{

double g12,g22,cl,c2,y;

g12=sqrt(fabs(gamma*m*p*(exp(s)-1)));
g22=sqrt(fabs(gamma*m*p*(exp(-s)-1)));
cl=gamma*m*p;
c2=sqrt(fabs(gamma*m*p));

if (p>O)
{

y=O.5*m*(exp(s)+exp(-s))+O.5*p*m*(exp(s)-exp(-s))
cl*exp(2*s)/(8*(exp(s)-1))
sin(g12)*c2*exp(2*s)/(8*pow(1-exp(s),(double)3/2)*cos(g12))
sin(g12)*c2*exp(s)/(4*sqrt(1-exp(s))*cos(g12))
pow(sin(g12),2)*cl*exp(2*s)/(8*(exp(s)-1)*pow(cos(g12),2))+
cl*exp(-2*s)/(8*(exp(-s)-1))+
sin(g22)*c2*exp(-2*s)/(8*pow(exp(-s)-1,(double)3/2)*cos(g22))+
sin(g22)*c2*exp(-s)/(4*sqrt(exp(-s)-1)*cos(g22))+
pow(sin(g22),2)*cl*exp(-2*s)/(8*(exp(-s)-1)*pow(cos(g22),2))+
pow(s,-2);

}

else
{

y=O.5*m*(exp(s)+exp(-s))+O.5*p*m*(exp(s)-exp(-s))
cl*exp(2*s)/(8*(exp(s)-1))
sin(g12)*c2*exp(2*s)/(8*pow(exp(s)-1,(double)3/2)*cos(g12))+
sin(g12)*c2*exp(s)/(4*sqrt(exp(s)-1)*cos(g12))
pow(sin(g12),2)*cl*exp(2*s)/(8*(exp(s)-1)*pow(cos(g12),2))+
cl*exp(-2*s)/(8*(exp(-s)-1))
sin(g22)*c2*exp(-2*s)/(8*pow(1-exp(-s),(double)3/2)*cos(g22))
sin(g22)*c2*exp(-s)/(4*sqrt(1-exp(-s))*cos(g22))+
pow(sin(g22),2)*cl*exp(-2*s)/(8*(exp(-s)-1)*pow(cos(g22),2))+
pow(s,-2);

}

return(y);
}



C.1 Balanced receiver

/* the characteristic function */
double Phi (double s)
{

double y;

y=O.5*m*(exp(s)-2+exp(-s))+O.5*p*m*(exp(s)-exp(-s))
O.5*log(cos(sqrt(fabs(gamma*m*p*(exp(s)-1)))))
O.5*log(cos(sqrt(fabs(gamma*m*p*(exp(-s)-1)))))-log(fabs(s));

return(y);
}

/* calculate error chance */
double Pe(double x)
{

double xlo,xhi,xavg;
double qp,qm;
double base;
double s,y,phi;

alpha=x;
/* values where in between minimum lies */
xlo=O;
xavg=O.95*log(pow(PI,2)/(4*m*gamma)+1);
xhi=log(pow(PI,2)/(4*m*gamma)+1);
/* positive root */
p=Neg_pValue;
/* get minimum */
phi=golden2(xlo,xavg,xhi,Phi,tol,&s);
qp=exp(Phi(s))/sqrt(2*PI*ddPhi(s));
xlo=O;
xavg=-O.95*log(pow(PI,2)/(4*m*gamma)+1);
xhi=-log(pow(PI,2)/(4*m*gamma)+1);
/* negative root */
p=Pos_pValue;
/* get minimum */
phi=golden2(xlo,xavg,xhi,Phi,tol,&s);
phi=Phi(s) ;
qm=exp(Phi(s))/sqrt(2*PI*ddPhi(s));
y=(O.5*qp+O.5*qm);
return(y);

}

/* calculate BER */
void CalcBer(char PeName[])
{

double xlo,xavg,xhi,xmin;
double BER;

111
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double mdB;
FILE *fptr;

/* open file to save BER */
fptr=fopen(PeName, "w") ;
for (mdB=0;mdB<50;mdB++)

{

Phase-noise simulation code

/* calculate m */
m=pow(10,mdB/10.0);
/* values where in between minimum lies */
xlo=O. OHm;
xavg=0.5*m;
xhi=m;
/* calculation for line-width=O phase-turn=180*/
if «gamma==O)&(Neg_pValue==-l))

{

BER=0.5*exp(-1.0*m);
}

/* calculation for other values line-width or phase-turn */
else

{

/*calculate BER */
BER=Pe(O);

}

/* print m,Ber to file */
fprintf(fptr,"%e %e\n",mdB,BER);

}

fclose(fptr);
}

void main(void)
{

char PeName [] ="Peb1_1. data3";
/* define line-width * bittime */
double Garray[]={le-1,3e-2,le-2,5e-3,le-3,le-5,O.0};

/* double Garray[]={le-2,9E-3,8e-3,7e-3,6e-3,5e-3};*/
/* 180,175,170,160,120,90 */
/* define cos (incomplete phase turns) (less -1=180 degrees) */
double Neg_Values[]={-l,-0.9962,-0.9848,-0.9397,-0.5,O};
double Pos_Values[]={l,O.9962,O.9848,O.9397,O.5,O};
int i,x;

/* calculate BER-curve */
for (x=0;x<6;x++)

{

/* change \omega\tau means Neg_pValue=-Pos_PValue */
/* complete phase turn */



C.2 Unbalanced receiver

1* Pos_pValue=l;*1
1* incomplete phase turn no 180 degrees *1
Pos_pValue=l;
1* complete phase turn *1
1* Neg_pValue=-l;*1
1* incomplete phase turn no 180 degrees *1
Neg_pValue=Neg_Values[x];
for (i=0;i<7;i++)

{

gamma=2*PI*Garray[i];
PeName[3]=i+49;
PeName [5] =x+49;
CalcBer(PeName);

}

}

}

C.2 Unbalanced receIver

C.2.! Makefile

objects=ber-unbalanced.o goldenl.o golden2.0

ber-unbalanced: $(objects)
gcc -g -0 ber-unbalanced $(objects) -1m

ber-unbalanced.o: ber-unbalanced.c
gcc -g -c ber-unbalanced.c

goldenl.o: goldenl.c
gcc -g -c goldenl.c

golden2.0: golden2.c
gcc -g -c golden2.c

clean:
rm $(objects)

C.2.2 ber-unbalanced.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>

113

1* define external functions *1
double goldenl(double ax, double bx, double cx, double (*f) (double) , double tol,double



114 Phase-noise simulation code

double golden2(double ax, double bx, double ex, double (*f) (double) , double tol,doul

const double tol=le-12;
double gamma=2*PI*lE-2;
double alpha;
double p;
double m;
double h;
double Pos_pValue;
double Neg_pValue;

/* calculate double derivative of the characteristic function */
double ddPhi(double s)
{

double g,c,d,y;

g=sqrt(fabs(gamma*m*p*(exp(s)-l)))i
c=O.5*gamma*m*p;
d=sqrt(-gamma*m*p);

if (p>O)
{

y=m/2.0*exp(s)*(1+p)-c*exp(2*s)/(4*(exp(s)-1))
-sin(g)*sqrt(2*c)*exp(2*s)/(8*pow(1-exp(s),3/2)*cos(g))
-sin(g)*sqrt(2*c)*exp(s)/(4*sqrt(1-exp(s))*cos(g))
-pow(sin(g) ,2)*c*exp(2*s)/(4*(exp(s)-1)*pow(cos(g) ,2))
+1.O/pow(s,2) i

}

else
{

y=m/2.0*exp(s)*(1+p)-c*exp(2*s)/(4*(exp(s)-1))
-sin(g)*d*exp(2*s)/(8*pow(exp(s)-1,(double)3/2)*cos(g))
+sin(g)*d*exp(s)/(4*sqrt(exp(s)-1)*cos(g))
-pow(sin(g) ,2)*c*exp(2*s)/(4*(exp(s)-1)*pow(cos(g) ,2))
+1.O/pow(s,2) i

}

return(y);
}

/* the characteristic function */
double Phi (double s)
{

double Yi

y=(m/2.0)*(exp(s)-1)*(1+p)-O.5*log(cos(sqrt(fabs(gamma*p*m*(exp(s)-l)))))
-s*alpha-log(fabs(s));

return(y);



C.2 Unbalanced receiver

}

/* calculate error chance */
double Pe(double x)
{

double xlo,xhi,xavg;
double qp,qmj
double basej
double s,y,phij

alpha=x;
/* values where in between minimum lies */
xlo=O.Oj
xavg=O.95*log(pow(PI,2)/(4*m*gamma)+1)j
xhi=log(pow(PI,2)/(4*m*gamma)+1);
/* positive root */
p=Neg_pValue;
if «gamma==O) & (p==-l))

{

s=l/alphaj
}

else
{

/* get mlnlmum */
phi=golden2(xlo,xavg,xhi,Phi,tol,&s);

}

qp=exp(Phi(s))/sqrt(2*PI*ddPhi(s))j
if «m*gamma»(pow(PI,2)/2.0))

{

base=log(1-pow(PI,2)/(4*m*gamma))j
xlo=O.O;
xhi=O.99*basej
xavg=O.95*basej

}

else
{

xavg=-l*m/alphaj
xlo=O.O;
xhi=-10;

}

/* negative root */
p=Pos_pValue;
/* get minimum */
phi=golden2(xlo,xavg,xhi,Phi,tol,&s)j
phi=Phi(s)j
qm=exp(Phi(s))/sqrt(2*PI*ddPhi(s));
/* calculate Pe */

115
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y=(0.5*qp+0.5*qm);
return(y);

}

/* calculate BER */
void CalcBer(char PeName[] ,char alpName[])
{

double xlo,xavg,xhi,xmin;
double BER;
double mdB;
FILE *fptr;
FILE *aptr;

Phase-noise simulation code

/* open file to save BER */
fptr=fopen(PeName,"w");
fprintf (fptr, "#p+%i p-%i Dv. T%e\n" , (int)acos (Pos_pValue) *360/ (2*PI) ,
(int)acos(Neg_pValue)*360/(2*PI),gamma/(2*PI));
/* open file to save alpha */
aptr=fopen (alpName, "w") ;
for (mdB=0;mdB<50;mdB++)

{

/* calculate m */
m=pow(10,mdB/l0.0);
xlo=O.Ol*m;
xavg=0.5*m;
xhi=m;
/* calculation for line-width=O phase-turn=180*/
if «gamma==O)&(Neg_pValue==-l))

{

BER=0.5*exp(-1.0*m);
}

/* calculation for other values line-width or phase-turn */
else

{

/* calculate BER */
BER=goldenl(xlo,xavg,xhi,Pe,tol,&xmin);
/* print m,alpha/m to file */
fprintf (aptr, "I.e %e\n" ,m,xmin/m);

}

/* print m,Ber to file */
fprintf (fptr, "I.e %e\n" ,mdB ,BER);

}

fclose(fptr);
fclose(aptr);

}

void main(void)



C.2 Unbalanced receiver

{

char PeName [] ="Pel_l. data3" ;
char alpName[]=" al pl_l.data3";
/* define line-width * bittime */
double Garray[]={le-l,3e-2,le-2,5e-3,le-3,le-5,0.0};

/*double Garray[]={le-2,9E-3,8e-3,7e-3,6e-3,5e-3};*/
/* 180,175,170,160,120,90 */
/* define cos (phase) */
double Neg_Values[]={-1,-0.9962,-0.9848,-0.9397,-0.5,0};
/* 0,5,10,20,60,90 */
/* define cos (phase) */
double Pos_Values[]={1,0.9962,0.9848,0.9397,0.5,0};
int i,x;

for (x=0;x<6;x++)
{

/* calculate BER-curve */
/* change \omega\tau means Neg_pValue=-Pos_PValue */
/* complete phase turn */
/* Pos_pValue=l;*/
/* incomplete phase turn no 180 degrees */
Neg_pValue=Neg_Values[x] ;
/* Pos_pValue=l;*/
/* incomplete phase turn no °degrees */
Pos_pValue=l;
for (i=0;i<7;i++)

{

gamma=2*PI*Garray[i];
PeName[2]=i+49;
PeName[4]=x+49;
alpName[3]=i+49;
alpName[5]=x+49;
CalcBer(PeName,alpName);

}

}

}
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Appendix D

ASE-noise simulation code

D.1 Makefile

objects=ase.o

ase: $(objects)
gcc -g -0 ase $(objects) -1m

ase.o: ase.c
gcc -g -c ase.c

clean:
rm $(objects)

D.2 ase.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>

/* plancks constant [J s]*/
#define h 6.6256E-34
/* elmatary charge */
#define q 1.6E-19
/* laser frequency (needed to calculate power) */
#define vO 2.28847E14
#define BitRate 10E9

int main(void)
{

double NshotO,Nshotl;
double Ns_spO,Ns_spl;
double Nsp_sp;
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double SO,S1;
double IsO,Is1;
double Isp;
double Q,Pe;
double A;
int i,x;
FILE *fileptr;

/* Optical gain 26 [dB] */
double G=398;
/* ASE noise power */
double Isp1soa=1.4*(G-1)*q*1.76E11;
/* SOA output coupling efficiency */
double eta_out=0.5;
/* SOA input coupling efficiency */
double eta_in=0.5;
/* loss between SOA and receiver */
double L=0.01;
/* electrical Bandwidth */
double Be=BitRate;
/* optical Bandwidth */
double Bo=1.77E11;
/* signal power */
double Ps=1E-4;
int FileNum=O;
char filename[]=l aseQx.data";

/* reveiver signal power ' 0' */
IsO=O;
/* receiver signal power ' 1 ' unbalanced */
Is1=0.5*Ps*q/(h*vO);
/* receiver signal power ' 1 ' balanced */
A=1;

/* x SOA's -) assumed loss between SOA's
for (x=0;x<6;x+=1)

{

A+=x*5;
Isp=Isp1soa*A;
filename [4]='0'+FileNum;
FileNum++ ;
fileptr=fopen(filename," w");
for (i=-80;i<=-25;i+=1)

{

ASE-noise simulation code

amplification SOA's */

L=pow(10,(double)i/10.0);
/* calculate signal (SO=O) */
SO=G*IsO*eta_in*eta_out*L*G*IsO*eta_in*eta_out*L;



1).2 ase.c

/* shot-noise '0' */
NshotO=2*Be*q*eta_out*L*(G*IsO*eta_in+Isp);
/* signal-spontaneous beat noise '0' */
Ns_spO=4*G*IsO*eta_in*eta_out*eta_out*Isp*L*L*Be/Bo;

/* shot-noise '1' */
Nshot1=2*Be*q*eta_out*L*(G*Is1*eta_in+Isp);
/* signal-spontaneous beat noise '1' */
Ns_sp1=4*G*Is1*eta_in*eta_out*eta_out*Isp*L*L*Be/Bo;
/* spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise '0' and '1' */
Nsp_sp=((Isp*eta_out*L)*(Isp*eta_out*L)*Be*(2*Bo-Be))/(Bo*Bo);

/* calculate Q */
Q=(sqrt(S1)-sqrt(SO))/(sqrt(Nshot1+Ns_sp1+Nsp_sp)

+sqrt(NshotO+Ns_spO+Nsp_sp));

/* estimation */
/* Pe=(1.0/sqrt(2*PI))*exp(-Q*Q/2)/Q; */
/* print m and Q */
fprintf(fileptr,"%e %e\n",10*log10(0.5*Ps*1E2*L/(h*vO*BitRate)),Q):

}
fclose(fileptr):

}
}
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Appendix E

Simulation code

E.l Makefile

abjects=paidev.a ranl.a gammln.a galden.a gasdev.a \
dpsk_main.a filter.a sender.a receiver.a link.a rtsafe.a
cC=gcc
FLAGS= -03

dpsk: $(abjects)
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -a dpsk $(abjects) -1m

dpsk_main.a: dpsk_main.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c dpsk_main.c

filter.a: filter.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c filter.c

sender.a: sender.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c sender.c

receiver.a: receiver.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c receiver.c

link . a: link. c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c link.c

paidev.a: paidev.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c paidev.c

ranl.a: ranl.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c ranl.c

gammln.a: gammln.c
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$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c gammln.c

golden.o: golden.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c golden.c

gasdev.o: gasdev.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c gasdev.c

rtsafe.o: rtsafe.c
$(CC) $(FLAGS) -c rtsafe.c

clean:
rm $(objects)

E.2 sender.h

#ifndef __SENDER_H
#define __SENDER_H

char getbit(void);
void LaserParam(double *I,double *Dv,double *A);
void Laser(double *E_re,double *E_im,double dt,double v_in);
double fi(int status);

E.3 send.c

#include"dpsk_main.h"

extern double ran3(long int *idum);
extern double gasdev2(long int *idum);

Simulation code

/* the bit pattern (NPattern+l), first bit must be zero !*/
char Pattern[NPattern]={O,l,O,l,O,O,l,l,O,O,l,O,l,l,O,O,l,O,O,O,l,O,l};

char getbit(void)
{

int P [23] [23] ={
{!},

{l,!},

{l,O,!},

{l,O,O,l},
{O,l,O,O,l},
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{l,O,O,O,O,l},
{0,0,0,0,0,1,1},
{l,O,O,O,l,l,O,l},
{O,O,O,l,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,O,l,l,O,O,l,O,O,O,O,l},
{l,O,l,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l,l,O,l},
{l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,l,l,O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,O,O,O,O,O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{l,O,O,O,l,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},
{O,O,O,O,l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,l},

};

int T,k;

T=O;
for (k=O;k<NPattern;k++)

{

T+=Pattern[NPattern-l-k]*P[NPattern-l] [k];
}

/* shift pattern */
for (k=O;k«NPattern-l);k++)
{

Pattern[k]=Pattern[k+l] ;
}

Pattern[NPattern-l]=T%2;

return(Pattern[O]);
}

void LaserParam(double *I,double *Dv,double *A)
/* calculate linewidth and optical power/field laser */
{

/* variables or based on measurement */
const double C=3l.2E6;
/* direction coefficient of linear part P(I) graph laser */
const double r=0.074;
/* threshold current */
const double Ith=26.6E-3;
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if «*1==0) & (*Dv!=O))
{

*1=C*1th/ *Dv+1th;
}

else
{

/* laser linewidth */
*Dv=C/«*1/1th)-l);

}

if (*1<=1th)
{

Simulation code

printf("Please start using the laser as an laser, I(=%f»1th(=%f)",*1,1th);
}

if (*1<40E-3)
{

printf("1<40 is not in the linear part of P(1), I(=%f) can't calculate P" ,*1)
}

if (*1>100E-3)
{

printf("Congratulations you just blew up the laser,I(=%f)<100",*1);
}

/* laser field */
*A=(*1-25E-3)*r;

}

E.4 link.h

#ifndef __L1NK_H
#define __LINK_H

void SLA(double *1,double *N,double *Dv, double gain);
void Loss(double *1,double *N,double loss);
double AmplifierGain(double Pin,int AmplifierSettings);
void Amplifier(double *E_re,double *E_im,long int NumOfSamples,

double *v_in,double gain, double dt);
double FibreLoss(double length);
double RandomPhase(double B);

E.5 link.c

#include "dpsk_main.h"
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extern double gasdev(long int *)j
extern double ran1(long int *)j

double rtsafe(void *,double ,double,double,double,double)j

void *AmplifierFunc(double x,double *f,double *df,double Pin, double GO)
{

const double ln2=O.6931471j
const double Psat=10E-3;

*f=GO*pow(2,-(x-1)*Pin/(Psat-Pin))-x;
*df=-GO*pow(2,-(x-1)*Pin/(Psat-Pin))*Pin/(Psat-Pin)*ln2-1j

}

/* calculate gain */
double AmplifierGain(double Pin,int AmplifierSetting)
{

double GO[]={398,631,1000,1258,1584,1995,1995}j
const double Psat=10E-3j
double Gj
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/* calculate root of function AmplifierFunc in area [1,GO[]] */
/* Pin an GO[] are needed to discribe amplifier in AmplifierFunc */
G=rtsafe(AmplifierFunc,1,GO[AmplifierSetting],O.1,Pin,GO[AmplifierSetting])j

return(G);
}

double RandomPhase(double B)
{

double phasej
phase=(ran1(&seed1)-O.5)*2j
return(phase)j

}

/* calculate signal and ASE-noise amplification and linewidth */
void SLA(double *I,double *N,double *Dv, double gain)
{

double f;
double Nsp;
const double alpha_h=6.5;
const double G_n=3.2E-20j
const double L=800E-6j
const double k=450;
const double T=O.3j
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const double n_sp=1.4;
const double y=5e9;
const double r=O.24;
const double A=2.25E-13;
const double Ba=1.136E13;

Simulation code

*I *=gain;
Nsp=n_sp*(gain-1)*h*vO*Ba;
*N=gain* *N+Nsp;
f=pow((( alpha_h*G_n*(10g(gain)/L+k))/(T*10g(gain)/L)),2)

*(n_sp*(gain-1)*Ba*pow(gain,2)*r)/(2*y*pow(A,2)*10g(gain))*PI/y;
*Dv = *Dv *(1+f* *Dv);

}

/* calculate power loss of the link (loss measured) */
void Loss(double *I,double *N,double loss)
{

/* convert from dB */
10ss=pow(10,10ss/10);
*I/=loss;
*N/=loss;

}

/* calculate fibre loss */
double FibreLoss(double length)
{

/* fibre loss in dB/km */
const double fibre_loss=O.3;

return(sqrt(length*pow(10,fibre_loss/10)));
}

E.6 receiver.h

#ifndef __RECEIVER_H
#define __RECEIVER_H

double BalancedBER(double alpha,double *Ipd1,double *Ipd2);
double UnbalancedBER(double alpha,double *Ipd);
void Balanced(double *E_re,double *E_im,double *Ipd1,double *Ipd2,double N,double D
void Unbalanced(double *E_re,double *E_im,double *Ipd, double N ,double Dv);

#endif /* __RECEIVER_H */
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E.7 .recelver.c

#include "dpsk_main.h"
#include "receiver.h"
#include "link.h"

extern char Pattern[NPattern];
extern double gasdev2(long *idurn);

/* calculate phase noise due to finite linewidth */
void PhaseNoise(double *E_re,double *E_im,double Dv)
{

double phase;

/* when time-interval is long enough (e.g. l*bittime T) */
/*= gaussian phase */
phase=sqrt(PI*Dv*1.0/(BitRate*SarnplesPerBit))*gasdev2(&seed3);
*E_re=*E_re*cos(phase);
*E_im=*E_re*sin(phase);

}/* calculate phase noise due to finite linewidth */

void ASENoise(double *E_re, double *E_im,double Nsp,double Ba)
{

double AsePhase;
const double Bo=1.13E13;
/* bandwidth behind filter */

AsePhase=RandornPhase(Ba);
*E_re+=sqrt((Nsp/Bo)*Ba)*cos(PI*AsePhase+PI/2.0);
*E_im+=sqrt((Nsp/Bo)*Ba)*sin(PI*AsePhase+PI/2.0);

}

char DetectPbrs(char bit)
{

/* first bit is zero */
static char oldbit=O;
char tbit;

tbit=oldbit;
oldbit=bit;
bit=tbit-bit;
return(bit);

}

/* calculate shotnoise (poisson ditribution) */
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double ShotNoise(double Iavg)
{

double shotnoise;
FILE *fileptr;
if (Iavg<O) exit(O);
/*

{

Simulation code

shotnoise=-1*(poidev(fabs(Iavg)/(q*BitRate),&seed2)*q*BitRate);
}

else*/
{

shotnoise=(poidev(Iavg/(q*BitRate),&seed2)*q*BitRate);
}

return(shotnoise);
}

double UnbalancedBER(double alpha,double *Ipd)
{

int error=O;
int i;
double bit=O;
double t;

for (i=O;i<SamplesPerBit;i++)
{

bit+=Ipd[i];
}

/* adding shotnoise here is simpler and faster as before he integrate */
bit=ShotNoise(bit/SamplesPerBit);
t=DetectPbrs(Pattern[O]);
/* due to machine inaccuracy 0 might not be 0 */
if ( ( (bit>alpha) & (t!=1.0) ) I

( (bit<=alpha+1E-20) & (t!=O.O) ) )
{

error=1;
}

return(error);
}

double BalancedBER(double alpha,double *Ipd1,double *Ipd2)
{

int error=O;
int i;
double bit1=O;
double bit2=O;
double bit;
double t;
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FILE *fileptr1;
FILE *fileptr2 ;

for (i=O;i<SamplesPerBit;i++)
{

bit1+=Ipd1[i];
bit2+=Ipd2[i];
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}

/* adding shotnoise here is simpler and faster as before he integrate */
bit1/=(double)SamplesPerBit;
bit2/=(double) SamplesPerBit;
bit1=ShotNoise(bit1);
bit2=ShotNoise(bit2);
bit=biti-bit2;
t=DetectPbrs(Pattern[O]);
if ( ( (bit>alpha) & (t!=1.0) ) I

( (bit<=alpha+1E-20) & (t!=O.O) ) )
{

error=1;
}

return(error);
}

/* unbalanced receiver */
void Unbalanced(double *E_re,double *E_im,double *Ipd,double Nsp,double Dv)
{

const double Cdetect=PdEff*q/(h*vO);
static double Eold_re[SamplesPerBit];
static double Eold_im[SamplesPerBit] ;
double Ere_out,Eim_out;
int i;
const double Ba=1.77Ell;
double A=0.5;
double B=0.5;

for (i=O;i<SamplesPerBit;i++)
{

/* add phase noise */
PhaseNoise(&E_re[i] ,&E_im[i],Dv);
/* add ASE noise */
ASENoise(&E_re[i] ,&E_im[i],Nsp,Ba);

/* *E_im+=sqrt(Nsp)*sin(AsePhase);*/
Ere_out=A*Eold_re[i]-B*E_re[i] ;
Eim_out=A*Eold_im[i]-B*E_im[i] ;
/* keep last bit = delay line */
Eold_re[i]=E_re[i];
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}

}

Eold_im[i]=E_im[i];
Ipd[i]=Cdetect*(Ere_out*Ere_out+Eim_out*Eim_out);

Simulation code

/* balanced receiver */
void Balanced(double *E_re,double *E_im,double *Ipdl,double *Ipd2,double Nsp,double
{

const double Cdetect=PdEff*q/(h*vO);
static double Eold_re[SamplesPerBit];
static double Eold_im[SamplesPerBit];
double Ere_outl,Ere_out2,Eim_outl,Eim_out2;
int i;
double A=O.5;
double B=O.5;

/* const double Nsp=1.78E-9;*/
/* const double Ba=BitRate;*/

const double Ba=1.77Ell;
double AsePhase;
double phasenoise;

/* PhaseNoise(&E_re[i],&E_im[i],Dv);*/
/* get phasenoise */
/* phasenoise=GetPhaseNoise(Dv); */
for (i=O;i<SamplesPerBit;i++)

{

/* add phase noise */
/* E_re[i]=E_re[i]*cos(phasenoise)-E_im[i]*sin(phasenoise);
E_im[i] =E_re [i] *sin(phasenoise)+E_im[i] *cos(phasenoise );*/
PhaseNoise(&E_re[i],&E_im[i],Dv);
/* add ASE noise */
ASENoise(&E_re[i],&E_im[i] ,Nsp,Ba);

Ere_outl=A*Eold_re[i]-B*E_re[i];
Ere_out2=A*Eold_re[i]+B*E_re[i];
Eim_outl=A*Eold_im[i]-B*E_im[i] ;
Eim_out2=A*Eold_im[i]+B*E_im[i];
/* keep last bit = delay line */
Eold_re[i]=E_re[i];
Eold_im[i]=E_im[i];
Ipdl[i]=Cdetect*(Ere_outl*Ere_outl+Eim_outl*Eim_outl);
Ipd2[i]=Cdetect*(Ere_out2*Ere_out2+Eim_out2*Eim_out2);

/* Ipd[i]=ShotNoise(Ipd[i]);*/
}

}
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E.8 dpsk main.h

#ifndef __DPSKMAIN_H
#define __DPSKMAIN_H

#include<stdlib.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<time.h>

/* define light speed in vacuum */
#define cv 3E8
#ifndef PI
#define PI M_PI
#endif
#define INIT 0
#define RESET 1
#define CALC 2
#define UNBALANCED 1
#define BALANCED 2
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/* external declared functions */
/*=========================================================================*/

/*extern fft(int n, double xRe[] , double xIm[] , double yRe[] , double yIm[]);*/
/*extern void prbs(int M,int N,int Pattern[] ,int *PRBS_OUT);*/
/*extern void detect(int M,int *PRBS_IN,int *DPSK_OUT);*/
double golden(double ax, double bx, double ex, double (*f)(double,double,double),double
double poidev(double xm, long *idum);

/* GLOBAL VARS */
/*========================================================================*/
#define NPattern 23
#define SamplesPerBit 1

/* plancks constant [J s]*/
#define h 6.6256E-34

/* elmatary charge */
#define q 1.6E-19
/* laser frequency (needed to calculate power) */
#define vO 2.28847E14
/* bit rate */
#define BitRate 10E9
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/* efficiency photo diode */
#define PdEff 0.8

long int seedl;
long int seed2;
long int seed3;
/* total linewidth */
double Dv;

E.9 dpsk main.c

Simulation code

/* This program calculataes the BER of a DPSK system */
/* The model simulates the different parts of the circuit as black boxes*/
/* The field is calculated over one bit at a time, this to save memory and cpu spee<

#include"link.h"
#include"sender.h"
#include"receiver.h"
#include"filter.h"

/* calculate the optimal decision moment alpha for the unbalanced receiver */
/* alpha=0.5*Calpha_max-alpha_min) where alpha_max and alpha_min are */
/* the values at which a certain BER is reached */
double OptimizeAlphaCdouble A,double DV,double N,double m)
{

double AlphaStartl=O;
double AlphaStart2=0.5*m*A*A;
double ErrorStop;
double alpha ,MinAlpha ,MaxAlpha;
char bit;
double E_re[SamplesPerBit];
double E_im[SamplesPerBit];
double Ipd[SamplesPerBit];
double count=O;
double Error;
int i;
double 1;
int j;
double I;

alpha=AlphaStartl;
/* calculate alpha at which Pe>ErrorStop starting at min alpha */
while CCError/count) < ErrorStop)
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{

count=Oj
Error=Oj
while (Error<10)

{

/* get bit outof prbs */
bit=getbitO j
for (i=Oji<SamplesPerBitji++)

{

E_re[i]=A*(cos«int)bit*PI))j
E_im[i]=A*(sin«int)bit*PI))j

}

count++j
/* unbalanced receiver */
Unbalanced(E_re,E_im,Ipd,N,Dv)j
/* Check error */
Error+=UnbalancedBER(alpha,Ipd)j

}

/* set true alpha values with 0.01 steps */
alpha+=O.Olj

}

MinAlpha=alphaj
/* calculate alpha until Pe>ErrorStop starting at max alpha */
alpha=AlphaStart2;
while «Error/count)<ErrorStop)

{

count=O;
Error=Oj
while (Error<10)

{

bit=getbito j
for (i=Oji<SamplesPerBit;i++)

{

E_re[i]=A*(cos«int)bit*PI))j
E_im[i]=A*(sin«int)bit*PI));

}

count++j
Unbalanced(E_re,E_im,Ipd,N,Dv);
Error+=UnbalancedBER(alpha,Ipd)j

}

alpha-=O.Olj
}

MaxAlpha=alphaj
/* alpha=0.5*(alpha_max-alpha_min) */
return(0.5*(MaxAlpha-MinAlpha))j

}
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/* Calculate BER unbalanced system */
int UnbalancedSystem(void)
{

char bit;
double E_re[SamplesPerBit];
double E_im[SamplesPerBit];
double Ipd[SamplesPerBit];
double count=O;
double alpha;
double Error;
int i;
int FileNum=O;
double 1;
int j;
double A,Abase,Nbase;
double I,m,N,Int,Attenuation;
double min,max,avg;
FILE *fileptr;
FILE *fileptr2;
char filename[]=" uberx.dat";
double gain;
double MaxError;
double linkl;

Error=O;
count=O;
/* define laser current */
I=40E-3;
/* calculate linewidth Dv and ouput power Int for laser with current I */
LaserParam(&I,&Dv,&Int);

m=PdEff*q/(h*vO);
for (j=4;j<6;j++)

{

N=O;
/* initialize random number generators */
seedl=-randO;
seed2=-rand();
seed3=-lL*time(NULL);
gasdev2(&seed3);

filename [4]=' l'+FileNum;
/* clear file */
fileptr2=fopen(filename,l w");
fclose(fileptr2);
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/* next run, next file */
FileNurn++j

/* calculate link (here:the link in the lab) */
/* Int=signal power */
/* N=ASE-noise power */
/* Dv=linewidth */
/*===========================================*/
/* loss modulator + connection [dBm] */
Loss(&Int,&N,8)j
/* link 1 */
linkl=j*5j
Loss(&Int,&N,linkl)j
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O)j
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain)j
/* link 2 */
Loss(&Int,&N,20)j
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O)j
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain)j
/* link 3 */
Loss(&Int,&N,20)j
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O)j
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);
/* link 4 */
Loss(&Int,&N,20)j
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O)j
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain)j

Abase=sqrt (Int) j
Dv=5E-3*BitRate;
Nbase=Nj
fileptr2=fopen(filename, "a");
fprintf(fileptr2,"# Psignal=%e Pase=%e Dv=%e\n",Int,N,Dv);
fclose(fileptr2)j

/* attenuation at receiver !!! */
Attenuation=sqrt((q*BitRate)/m)/Abase;
for (1=Ojl<=35;1++)

{

A=Abase*Attenuationj
N=Nbase*Attenuation*Attenuationj
Attenuation*=1.122j
Error=Oj
count=Oj
/* optimal discision value alpha */
alpha=OptimizeAlpha(A,Dv,N,m);
/* calculate bits until n errors have occured or Ber<lE-l0 */
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MaxError=5;
/* calculate bits until n errors have occured or Ber<lE-l0 */
while «Error<MaxError)&(count!=5El0))

{

/* get bit outof prbs */
bit=getbit () ;
/* take SamplesPerBit samples per bit */
/* 1 sample should be enough */
for (i=O;i<SamplesPerBit;i++)

{

E_re[i]=A*(cos«int)bit*PI));
E_im[i]=A*(sin«int)bit*PI));

}

count++;
/* unbalanced receiver */
Unbalanced(E_re,E_im,Ipd,N,Dv);
/* Check error */
Error+=UnbalancedBER(alpha,Ipd);

}

if (count==5El0)
{

/* don't calculate anything below Ber=lE-l0 so exit */
Error=MaxError;
break;

}

else
{

/* write Ber to file*/
fileptr2=fopen(filename, "a") ;
fprintf (fileptr2, "%e %e\n", 10*10g10«m*A*A) / (q*BitRate)) ,Error/count) ;
fclose(fileptr2);

}

}

}

return 0;
}

int BalancedSystem(void)
{

char bit;
double E_re[SamplesPerBit];
double E_im[SamplesPerBit];
double Ipdl[SamplesPerBit] , Ipd2[SamplesPerBit] ;
double count=O;
double alpha;
double Error;
int i;
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int FileNum=O;
double 1;
int j;
double A,Abase,Nbase;
double I,m,N,Int,Attenuation;
double min,max,avg;
double MaxError;
FILE *f ileptr ;
FILE *fileptr2;
char filename [] ="lberx. dat";
double gain;
double var=O;
double link1;

Error=O;
count=O;
/* define laser current */
I=100E-3;
m=PdEff*q/(h*vO);
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/* calculate linewidth Dv and ouput power Int for laser with cuurent I */
LaserParam(&I,&Dv,&Int);
/* calculate ber curve for different linewidths */
for (j=O;j<5;j++)

{

N=O;
/* initialize random number generators */
seed1=-randO;
seed2=-rand();
seed3=-1L*time(NULL);
gasdev2(&seed3);
/*initialize filename (ber1.dat,ber2.dat etc) */
filename [4]='1'+FileNum;
/* clear file */
fileptr2=fopen(filename,"w");
fclose(fileptr2);

/* next run, next file */
FileNum++ ;

/* calculate link (here:the link in the lab) */
/* Int=signal power */
/* N=ASE-noise power */
/* Dv=linewidth */
/*===========================================*/
/* loss modulator + connection [dBm] */
Loss(&Int,&N,8);
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{

Simulation code

/* link 1 */
linkl=j*5;
Loss(&Int,&N,linkl);
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O);
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);
/* link 2 */
Loss(&Int,&N,20);
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O);
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);
/* link 3 */
Loss(&Int,&N,20);

gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O);
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);
/* link 4 */
Loss(&Int,&N,20);
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,O);
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);

Abase=sqrt(Int);
/* linewidth =x*T (define it when we want to keep linewidth fixed */
/* Dv=lE-2*BitRate;*/
Nbase=N;
fileptr2=fopen(filename,l a");
fprintf(fileptr2,"# Psignal=%e Pase=%e Dv=%e\n",Int,N,Dv);
fclose(fileptr2);
/* output attenuation */
/* the graphic should start at 101og(M)=0 (M=A*A*m/q*BitRate) */
Attenuation=sqrt((q*BitRate)/m)/Abase;
for (1=0;1<=35;1++)

A=Abase*Attenuation;
N=Nbase*Attenuation*Attenuation;
Attenuation*=1.122;
Error=O;
count=O;
/* optimal discision value is 0 for balanced receiver */
alpha=O;
MaxError=5;
/* calculate bits until n errors have occured or Ber<lE-l0 */
while ((Error<MaxError)&(count!=5El0))

{

/* get bit outof prbs */
bit=getbito;
/* take SamplesPerBit samples per bit */
/* 1 sample should be enough */
for (i=O;i<SamplesPerBit;i++)

{
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E_re[i]=A*(cos«int)bit*PI));
E_im[i]=A*(sin«int)bit*PI));

}

count++;
/* balanced receiver */
Balanced(E_re,E_im,Ipdl,Ipd2,N,Dv);
/* Check if error occured */
Error+=BalancedBER(alpha,Ipdl,Ipd2);

}

if (count==5El0)
{

/* don't calculate anything below Ber=lE-l0 so exit */
Error=MaxError;
break;

}

else
{

/* write Ber to file*/
fileptr2=fopen(filename,l a");
fprintf (fileptr2, "%e %e\n", 10*log10( (m*A*A) / (q*BitRate))
,Error/count);
fclose(fileptr2);

}

}

}

return 0;
}

/* calculate the signal, ASE noise and linwidths in a SOA link */
int linkO
{

double Int;
double N;
double Dv;
double gain;
int x;
FILE *fileptr;

fileptr=fopen("/temp/data/link.data", "W");

fclose(fileptr) ;
for (x=0;x<7;x++)

{

fileptr=fopen("/temp/data/link.data", "a");
Int=O.Ol;
Dv=25E6;
N=O;
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fprintf(fileptr,"\nI=%i\n",x*50+100);
fprintf(fileptr,"A=%e N=%e v=%e\n",Int,N,Dv);
Loss(&Int,&N,l);
fprintf (fileptr, "A=%e N=%e\n", Int ,N);
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,x);
fprintf (fileptr, "G=i.e \n" ,gain) ;
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);
fprintf(fileptr,"A=%e N=%e v=%e\n",Int,N,Dv);
Loss(&Int,&N,2);
fprintf (fileptr," A=%e N=i.e\n", Int ,N) ;
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,x);
fprintf(fileptr,"G=%e\n",gain);
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);
fprintf (f ileptr , "A=%e N=%e v=%e \n" ,Int ,N, Dv) ;
Loss(&Int,&N,3);
fprintf (fileptr, "A=%e N=%e\n", Int ,N) ;
gain=AmplifierGain(Int+N,x);
fprintf(fileptr,"G=%e\n",gain);
SLA(&Int,&N,&Dv,gain);
fprintf(fileptr,"A=%e N=%e v=%e\n",Int,N,Dv);
fclose(fileptr);

}

return(O);
}

Simulation code

/* comment or uncomment one of the functions to preform the calculation */
/* the user interface is not finished */
int main(void)
{

int rvalue;
int i;

/*=============================================================*/

/* calculate the signal, ASE noise and linwidths in a SOA link */
/* rvalue= link();*/

/*=============================================================*/

/* calculate amplifier curve */
/* for (i=1;i<50;i++)

{

AmplifierGain(lE-5*i,O);
}*/

/*==============================================================*/

/*calculate BER of unbalanced system */
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/* rvalue=UnbalancedSystem(); */

/*===============================================================*/

/*calculate BER of balanced system */
rvalue=BalancedSystem();

/*=============================================================*/

return(rvalue);
}
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